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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The research reported in this thesis describes some technique and
instrumentation development for coherent Raman spectroscopy along with
applicationtoseveralsystemsofchemicalinterest.Thisfirst
chapter briefly introduces the area of nonlinear Raman spectroscopy
and some ofthe historical development ofthis method.Chapter 2
presents some theoretical background regarding Coherent Anti-Stokes
Ramanscattering(CARS),freejetexpansions,andnucleation
processes. Description of a new multimode bad laser pulse rejector for
asingle mode Nd:YAGlaserandthedevelopmentofabackground
reduction technique for low frequency CARS are presented in chapter 3.
In chapter 4, studies of high temperature molecules by coherent Anti-
Stokes Raman and Raman loss techniques are presented.This work has
yielded the first pure rotational spectrum of HgC12 cooled by jet
expansions.Inthischapteralsoappearsadiscussionofthe
formidable difficulties in such studies of high temperature molecules.
Finallyin chapter5,high resolution CARSstudiesofaggregate
formation of nitrogen in free jet expansions are presented. A gradual
"isothermal" model is introduced and a cooling curve calculated from
the model isin a good agreement with the experimental data.The
surface effect for the cooling curve is also discussed and cluster
size has been estimated from the cooling curve. A comparison is made
withresultsobtainedbyhighresolutionstimulatedRaman
spectroscopy.2
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
In 1928 Chandraskhara V.Raman,an Indian physicist,observed
that, when dust-free liquids or gases wereilluminated by light of a
particular wavelength,thescatteredradiation had notonlythe
wavelengths of the incident light(Rayleigh scattering) but also light
of different wavelengths(Raman effect,1928).1In thesame year
Landsbergand Mandelstam observedthisphenomenonintransparent
solids and reported the lightscattering with change of frequencyin
quartz.
2
For more than 50 years Ramanspectroscopy has been an important
methodfortheinvestigationofmolecularstructure.
3
Itis
particularly usefulinthatitallows observation oftransitions
between molecular states for whichthe dipole matrix element vanishes.
As a result, Raman spectroscopyhas proved to be a valuablecomplement
to infrared spectroscopy.
4
Spontaneous Raman scatteringis,however,a weak effect;the
scattering cross sections are typicallyless than 10-30 cm2,and for a
Raman experiment with a gas at1 torr pressure only about1incident
photon in1015 will be observed as an inelastically scatteredphoton.
Theinvention ofthelaserrevolutionizedthepracticeof Raman
spectroscopyintheearly1960s.Majordifficulties,however,
remained. BecausetheRamaneffectwassoweak,evenfaint
luminescence could obscure the desiredspectra.It was difficult or
impossibletostudy,forexample,flames,plasmas,crystals with
fluorescent impurities, and many biologicalmolecules.3
Discovery of stimulated Ramanscattering by Woodbury and Ng in
1962, 5 followed closely bythe observation of four wavemixing in
coherent anti-Stokes Ramanscattering(CARS) in 1963 byTerhune6 and by
Maker and Terhune
7
in1965,marked the beginning ofthe field of
nonlinear Raman spectroscopy.The early experiments wereconstrained
bytheavailablelinesoffixed wavelengthlasers.Howeverthe
technique has undergone rapiddevelopment with the availabilityof the
tunable dye laser in theearly 1970's.
NONLINEAR RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
Figure 1.1 shows the energylevel schematic for spontaneousRaman
spectroscopy, CARSand the stimulated Ramanspectroscopic techniques
ofRamangainandRamanlossspectroscopy.SpontaneousRaman
spectroscopy is a "two photon" processwhich involves the interaction
ofa molecule withintense monochromatic radiation v ,having an
energy content differentfrom that necessary to excitethe molecule to
a quantized upperstate.This interaction,referred to as inelastic
scattering, results in the creationof an induced dipole given by
= a £
In this condition themolecule is said to exist in avirtual state.
Theexistenceofamoleculeinavirtualstateisessentially
instantaneous with the moleculereturning to the same lower levelwith
the concurrent emission ofradiation offrequencyv.Ifthefinal4
Spontaneous Raman Scattering
T
G)
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r>
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
Stimulated Raman Scattering
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(c)
Figure1.1:Energy level diagrams for various Raman process
discussed in the text.5
stateofthemolecule differsfromtheinitialstate,thenthe
scattered radiation will be shifted in frequency from the incident
radiation, and the scattering is inelastic.If vi> v the scattered
radiation is called Stokes scattering, and if vi < v it is referred to
asanti-Stokes scattering.The net result of this processisto
produce scattered radiation which has been shifted in frequency from
theinitialradiation by an amountequivalenttothedifference
between two quantized energy levels.
In contrast,nonlinear Raman spectroscopy isa"four photon"
process which couples two or three incident laser beamsto produce the
observed signal. CARS spectroscopy is depicted in Figure 1.1b in which
three waves,twoatapump frequencywland oneata"Stokes"
frequency w2, are mixed in a sample to produce a new coherent beam at
the anti-Stokes frequency w
3= 2w1-w2.This mixing occurs for all
samples but is greatly enhanced if the frequency differenceAEw-w2
approaches a Raman active vibrational or rotational resonance in the
medium,oftenseveralordersofmagnitudegreaterthanthatof
spontaneous Raman signal.An alternative designation is three-wave
Raman mixing.If A = wl w2 is positive then 2w1 w2 = wl +tis
greater than wand the detected frequency is greater than either of
thetwoincidentfrequencies.Inthissensethescatteringis
`anti-Stokes'.If w
1
<
w2,
2w
1
w
2= w
1
IA1and the detected
frequencyis lower than either of the incident frequencies. This will
be designated coherent Stokes Raman scattering (CSRS) which is also
depicted Figure 1.1b.
Another non-linear Raman process closely related to CARS,but6
distinct from it experimentally,is the stimulated Raman scattering
depicted in Figure 1.1c .Two laser beams simultaneously impinge upon
thesampleandtuningthedifferencefrequencytoamolecular
resonance results in a decrease inintensity of the higher frequency
beam along with a corresponding increase in theintensity of the lower
frequency beam. Again, the beams have the frequencyrelationship wi
W = W
2 rg
Fromthespectroscopicpointofview,nonlinearRaman
spectroscopy provides the same information as thatobtained by Raman
scattering.However,the major reason for interest is that the high
signallevels,signalcollimation,andinherently high resolution
increase the signal detectivity so that it is morepractical to obtain
aCARSspectrumthanaspontaneousRamanspectruminmany
circumstances.7
CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
COHERENT RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
The coherent Raman technique is oneof many nonlinear optical
effects.Thetheory ofcoherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering was
developed by Bloembergen and co-workers,8'9 Maker and Terhune,6'7 and
Butcher.
10A large amount of literature waspublished subsequently on
the theory of the various nonlinearRaman effects. The discussion of
coherent Raman scatteringinthischapterisasynthesisofthe
theories contained in references 5 17.Also,the theories of free
jet expansions and nucleation processesin the jet expansion will be
discussed in this chapter.
Maxwell's Equations
Maxwell's equations are the startingpoint for a macroscopic
theory of propagation of light inmatter. Here we are only concerned
withnon-magnetic,non-conducting,isotropicmaterials,suchas
molecularliquidsandgases,whichwouldbeinthermodynamic
equilibrium except for the fact thatelectromagnetic radiation is
propagating in them. For such systemsthe equation take the form
VD = 0
VH = 0
(2. 1 )
(2.2)V x E =
cat
1 ail
1
v x H
ap
cat
8
(2. 3)
(2.4)
The electric displacement D isrelated to the electric field vector by
D = E + 4nP (2.5)
where Pisthe electric polarization in themedium.Substituting
Eq.(2.5) into Eq.(2.4) and then theresult into the curl of Eqn.(2.1),
the wave equation with a polarization sourceterm on the right-hand
side is
V x(V x E) +
1
2E 4n a
2P
C2at
2
C
2
at
(2.6)
We assume that the electric fieldand polarization will be sums of
functions with frequencies oftheapplied fields,ofthesample
resonances and of the various sumand difference frequencies:
E(r,t) =
1
2E a
jexp[i(k zw t)] + c.c.}
P(r,t) =2 E {P.exp[i(k.z- w t)] + c.c.}
(2.7)
(2.8)
where the waves are propagating in the zdirection, Eand Pare the
j th frequency components and c.c.is the complex conjugate. For a
given frequency component w ,the wave equation isV x (V x E) (w /c)2 E= 4n(w/c)2 P
j J J J
9
(2.9)
whichgivestheelectricfieldresponsetoanoscillating
polarization.
Electric-field-induced Polarization
The electric dipole moment induced in a molecule or atom by an
electric field E can be expanded in a power series
m = aE +gE2 + TO + (2.9)
The coefficients a,g,T, etc., are tensor quantities to account for the
fact that the induced dipole vector may point in a direction different
from that of the electric field vector. The polarizability a,is rank
2,andthehyperpolarizabilitiesp,7areofrank3,4,...,
respectively. A medium displays a bulk polarization, as a consequence
of the dipole moment induced in its constituent atom or molecules. The
polarization P is given by
P = x
(1)E
+ x
(2)E(2)+ x
(3)E
(3)
+ (2.10)
wherex(1),x
(2)
,x
(3)
, ...are the first,second,third, . .order
dielectric susceptibility tensors.
For materials for which the optical index of refraction is near
unity,such as gases,the macroscopic and microscopic fields arenearly identical, and
P = N g
Moreover, it is apparent that
x
(1)
= Na, x(2)= N(3, and x
(3)
= Ny
10
(2.11)
(2.12)
where N is the particle density.Itis important to emphasize this
connection of the macroscopic polarization and the induced dipole, and
ofthedielectricsusceptibilitytensorsandthemolecular
polarizabilities, because a theoretical description of the effect of
the applied field deals with the molecular properties,whilethe
experimental measurements are macroscopic in nature.
The linear susceptibility is related to the complex dielectric
constant,c =1+ 4nx
(1)
,and thus x
(1)is responsible for classical
linear optical phenomena,including refraction,absorption, Rayleigh
scattering, and normal Raman scattering. In the absence of absorption,
c is real and is equal to the square of the index of refraction n.The
second order susceptibility, x
(2)
,and all higher-order even terms of
the susceptibility vanish in isotropic media such as gases and liquids
and in centrosymmetric crystals,in which the macroscopic dielectric
propertiesalwaysexhibitinversionsymmetry.x
(2)
is,however,
important innon-centrosymmetriccrystalssuchaspotassium
dideuteriumphosphate,KD P,commonlyusedasanelectro-optic
Q-switch materialandforsecond-harmonic andsum and difference
frequency generation.x
(3)
isthe first non-linearterm whichis
non-zero for all media and which is responsible for the coherent Raman11
phenomenaaswellasforothereffectssuchasthird-harmonic
generation. Neglecting higher-orderterms, substitution of (2.10) into
(2.9) yields the wave equation with thethird-order polarization.
P
(3)(r,t) = x
(3)E(r, t)E(r, t)E(r, t), (2.13)
where the spatial and temporalvariation of the field with the induced
polarization is made explicit.
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scatteringand other three wave mixing
processes involve up tothree distinct field frequenciesj,so the
summation in Eq. (2.7) should be j=1to 3.Equation (2.7) also can be
written as
E(r,t)
1
3
2
E E(w r)exp[i(kjr
j=_3
j*0
(2.14)
*
wherew
-j
=-w.,k-
j
=-.k.'andE(w-J .'
Jr)
= E (w. r) .Combining JJ
Eq.(2.13) and Eq.(2.14), the third order polarization canbe written
as
1 P(3)=
8
_ E xCEW.,r)E(wl.J ,r)EW
k'
r)
. .
1,J,It -,-.3
i, j, k#0
x exp[i(ki + kj +kk)r]exp[ -i(wi +w. +wk)t.]
Equation (2.15) shows thatP(3) will have frequency components at
(2.15)
CO0:=
1
+ + w
k'
(2.16)12
where w., w
j
and wk
can be positive or negative.Thus P
(3)will have
manyfrequencycomponents,including3w1,3w
2
,and3w3,which
correspondtothird-harmonicgeneration,w
1
+w
2
+w
3
,giving
frequency summation,as well as a CARS componentat w w
2
+ w3,
where w
1
>w2.x
(3)
isalsoa function of wo
,wi, and w
k'
therefore it can not be moved fromthe summation in Eq.(2.15).
We can write P
(3)in terms of its Fouriercomponents
1
P
(3)
(r,t) =2 EP
(3)
(W
o'r)exp[-i(wo
t)),
j, k = -3
j, k*o
(2.17)
where wis given by Eq.(2.16). Bysubstituting Eq.(2.17)into the
0
left hand side of Eq.(2.15), theconnection of the Fourier components
of the polarization with those ofthe electric fields can be shown:
P
(3)
(w
0
1
,r) =x
(3)
1
Etw.
' ./
r)E(w. r)E(w
Je
r)
x exp[i(ki + kJ + kk)r] (2.18)
We also can express Eq.(2.18) interms of the Cartesian components as
1 (3
P
(3)
(w
0
6
!4 ,r) ( ) xp
(-w
o' l
w.
'j
w
'
wk)
P n aqw
)
x Ea(wi,r)ET(wi,r)Ev(wk,r)exp[i(ki + k. + kk)r) (2.19)
where p, T,v = x,y,or z.The x
(3)
(-w ,w.,w
j,
wk
)represents
0
the susceptibility for the processin which a polarization is induced
at coo 4-CO, + wk
.While the ordering of the frequencies w.w
1
1 jk13
or the Cartesianindices a,T,v cannot bepermuted without altering
(3)
XpaTv'
permutation of pairs (i,c),(j,T), and (k,v), whichcorresponds
to permuting the orderof the electric fieldsin Eq.(2.19), leave the
(3)
X unchanged.The factor 6/n!,with n equaltothe number of
paTv
identicalfrequencies,accountsforthefactthateach distinct
( 3)
permutation contributesto the polarization Pp
(w
o'
r).
Symmetry Properties ofx(3)
The third-ordersusceptibility or'chi-three'is a fourth-rank
tensor containing 81elements of the form x
( -w o' ,
w
1
,w
2
,w
3
).
a-c v
Symmetry restrictions,however, will limit thenumber of the elements
that are independentand nonvanishing. Wehave already mentionedin
the preceding sectionthe intrinsic symmetryof x v
with respect to
permutation of the pairs(1,c),(2,T),(3,T).x
(3)must transform
according to the macroscopicsymmetry properties of themedium. For a
crystal, this means that x
(3)must be unchanged by anyof the symmetry
operations appropriatetothe crystal.Butcher has examinedthese
restrictions and Flytzanistabulated the results fordifferent crystal
classes and for isotropicmedia such as liquids orgases.In the
lattercasethereare21nonzeroelementsofwhichonly3are
independent. They are
(3) x(3) (3) (3)
. = X .x
X1111 xxxx yyyy zzzz
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) . x= x = x 7. x. x =. x
X1122 xxyy xxzz yyxx yyzz zzxx zzyy(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
X x x = x= x x x
1212 xyxy xzxz yxyx yzyz zxzx zyzy
(3) (3)x x(3) x(3) (3) (3) (3) = x x x X1221 xyyx xzzx yxxy yzzy zxxz zyyz
(3) (3) (3) (3)
X1111 = x1122+X1212+X1221
14
(2.20)
The combination of the permutation and isotropic restriction greatly
simplifies the summations in Eq.(2.19) and,in the general case of
four wave mixing, we obtain
" ...
P(3)(r,wo)= 6 [X
(3)
(4),(.4),w )e (e e )
1122 123 12 3
+ x12
CO, )
12
(
1
(L)
2
, G.)
3
)e
2
(e
1
e
3
+ x (U), (4),w e) 1
1221 123
)e
3
(e
1 2
x E(1)E(2)E(3) exp[i(k1+ k2 + k2)r] (2.21)
where eis the unit polarization vector of E(i).
For CARS, two of the frequencies are identical so we divide by 2!
and also equate x
(3)to x
(3)because of permutation symmetry.This
1122 1212
gives
P
(3)
(r,w
o
) = [ 6x(3)(a) ,w ,-w )e (e e )+3x(3) (w,w 1
1122 1 1 2 1 1 2 1221 1 1 2
x E(1)
2
E(2)
*
exp [i(2k
1k
2
)-r].
If e
1
= e2, then
(2.22)X =6x(3)+ 3x(3)
CARS 1122 1221
(3)
= 31, (1.) CO -G.)
'.-11111,1' 2
For perpendicular polarizations e
1
e
2
we have
(3)= 3x
(3)
((4) ) XCARS 12211
, W
1
,
2
15
(2.23)
(2.24)
Thus the parallel and perpendicularpolarization measurements suffice
to completely determine allelements of the macroscopicsusceptibility
tensor.
Stimulated Raman scattering is alsoknown to depend upon the
third-order susceptibility. Thethird-order polarization in this case
can be written as
-,
P(3) (r,w )= [
6X(3)(0) ,w ,-w )e+ 6x
(3)
(ww ,-w); (e e )
2 11222 1 12 12122 1 1 1 1 2
+6X(3)(w ,w-w,); (ee 1 E(1)E(2) E(2) exp(ik 2)
i 122121 ' 1 1 2
For parallel polarizationel =;2then
(3)
X =6(X
(3)+X+X(3)) =6x
(3)
(w, w , -w)
SRS 1122 1212 1221 11112 1 1
(2.25)
(2.26)
In the case of stimulated Ramanloss, SRL,the polarization component
at wis of interest and the correspondingexpression is
P(3)(r,w )=6 x
(3)(w ,w , -w )E EE* exp(ik r)
1 1111 12 2 12 2 1
=x
SRLE1 E2E
2
exp(ik
1
r) (2.27)16
CARS Amplitudes
The nonlinear polarization P
(3)(r,t) at frequency w
oacts as a
source term in Maxwell's equation to produce anelectromagnetic wave
E(r,t) at w
o
,where
where
a
2
E(r,w) [-!12
w3
c3E(r,w3) =474 ---] P(33
aZ
2
(r,w
3
)
c
2
P
(3)
(r,w
3
)= x
CARS
E
2
1
E
2
*
exp[i(2k
1
k
2
)r]
(2.28)
(2.29)
If we consider the driving fields to be plane waves withparallel
propagation vectors aligned along the space-fixed z axis, then we can
assume a solution
E = e
CARS
E
3
o
exp [ik
3
z] (2.30)
where e is the unit polarization vector in the direction of the
CARS
CARS field, then Eq.(2.28) becomes
W3 2
82 E(3)
3
8E(3) 2
+ 2ik x E(1) E(2) exp(iAkz)
C CARS
aZ
2 az
with
(2.31)
Ak = 2kk k (2.32)
1 2 3
We assume that Ak is small and that E
ois a slowly varying function of
317
z so that the second derivative can be neglected.If we assume that E°
= 0 at z = 0, then we have, for a propagation distance from0 to L,
-3inw
E3
2c
3
E
2
(w )E
*(w
2
)fLx(3)exp(iAkz)dz
3
(2.33)
When tk = 0 the beams are referred to as phase-matched. Therefore, we
have
-3inw
E(w
o
,L) 2c
0
E
2
(w
1
)E
*
(w
2
)x
CARS
L (2.34)
By usingthefactthattheintensityisrelatedtothefield
amplitude,
I(w) = (c/8101E12, (2.35)
the CARS intensity can be expressed as
I
o
(L) = (12n
2w
o
/c
2
)
2
I
1
I Ix
(CARS 3)
1
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where Iis the intensity of the beam at frequency w .
This plane wave result for the intensity of the CARS reveals many
ofthecharacteristic features ofthecoherentanti-Stokes Raman
scattering process. The signal intensity scales as the product of the
Stokes laser intensity 12 and the square of the pump laser intensity
I1.Hence CARS signals will have large gains by using pulsed lasers18
with high peak powers. 13depends uponthesquareofthebulk
susceptibility lx
(3)
1
2and hence is proportional to the square of the
sample density.
Equation (2.36)also indicates that the CARS signalintensity
should increases as the square of the sample length indefinitely. This
behavior is a consequence of the assumption that the dispersion of the
sample iszero.If wetakeinto accounttheindex of refraction
variation in the medium, the integral in Eq.(2.33) becomes
(3) (3) sin(Ak L/2)
xexp(i Ak z)dz = x L Ak L/2
The CARS intensity, therefore, becomes
2
I(L) (
121rIGW2 2
o
C2
0) 12
1 XCARS
L[
sin(Ak L/2)
Ak L/2 ]
(2.37)
(2.38)
For the Ak = 0, the intensity becomes periodic with path length L. The
coherence Lcan be defined as the path length to reach a maximum
intensity, i.e.,
L= it /Ak. (2.39)
The intensity at this coherence length Lc is reduced by a factor of
(2/g)2 compared to the phase matched case. By expanding theindexof
refraction as a power series in frequency, Lcbecomes16L
C
nc [ 8n 82n 1-1 2 ,
W+ W
(W W )
2 O 1
OW
2 j
1 2
19
(2.40)
The coherence length for most gases is ofthe order of 100 cm at STP
and is inversely proportional to density.Since the term in square
brackets in Eq. (2.38) is nearly equal to 1for L < z L /3,Eq. (2.26)
c
is a good approximation to the signal intensityfor most gas samples.
For condensed phases, dispersion effects aremuch larger and L
c
is of the order of millimeters so thatthe maximum CARS intensity
allowed by Eq.(2.38) becomes coherence lengthlimited. To increase L ,
c
Ak = 2k
1
k
2
k
3
is usually reduced in liquids by crossing thebeam
at a phase matching angle 9,as shownin Fig.2.1. This angle 9 is
called the phase-matching angle and in most caseis of the order of
0
1-3 .In condensed phases,the CARS signal generation consequently
becomes limited by the finite spatial overlapof the crossed wand w
1 2
beams.
Microscopic Form of x
(3)
The coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering processthat generates
the anti-Stokes signal beam at wo=w
1-w
2
+ w3 is greatly enhanced
when w
1
w
2= wrg
,the frequency ofa Raman allowed transition
between molecular energy states g and r. This resonancebehavior comes
from Raman resonances in x
(3).In order to understand the nonlinear
effect caused by thethird order susceptibility x
(3),one hasto
establish the connection between the macroscopicbulk polarization and20
k
2
Figure 2.1. Coherentanti-Stokes Raman scatteringphase-matching
diagram.21
the microscopic molecular properties of the material.
The expression of third order susceptibility x
(3)can be obtained
by aquantummechanicaltime-dependentperturbationtheory
calculation. Such a treatment
8
showsthat each of the 81 Cartesian
components of the fourth-rank tensor x
(3)is given by the sum of 24
terms,each of which is itself a threefold sum over all molecular
states, with each element of the threefold sum a product of dipole
matrix elements divided by a product of frequency factors.For the
CARS process, in which an electric field at frequency wo = wi w2 +
w
3is produced by theinteraction of fields w
1
,w
2
,andw3,the
components of x are given in Eq.(2.41).
The Raman resonant enhancement happens when the frequency factors
such as w -(w- w )occur in the denominator of the second term in
kg 1 2
the expression for x
crpTv
.When k = r this frequency factor becomes
w (ww2), where r and g are the two molecular states connected by rg 1 2
Raman allowed transition. As w
1
w
2
wrg
,the denominator in the
secondtermintheexpressioninEq.(2.41)approacheszero.The
denominators such as w
ig
- w
1give rise to one-photon resonances in
x The effect of these one-photon resonances is termed resonance
po-ru.
CARS.Otherfrequencyfactorslikew
kg
-(w
1
w
3
)represent two-
photon absorption resonances in x
atpv
.The resonant and nonresonant
contributions to x
-cc) pa are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Thus x
(3)goes to infinity at various one photon, Raman and two
photonabsorptionresonances.Thisunphysicalcharacteristicwas
modifiedlaterbyOrrandWardbyapplyingperturbationtheory
treatment on x
(3).However, we are only interested in Raman resonances22
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Figure 2.2.Energy-level schematic for several processes
discussed in the text.(3)
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(
in x(3), ,n which the expression is much simplerand the Eq. (2.41) is
adequateifadampingofthemolecularstatesj,kand 1is
introduced.Thatis,we make the various Raman resonantfrequency
denominators complex by replacing w ,where n = j, k,1 by 0 ,where
ng ng
0=w- it
ng ng ng
and ris the damping constant.
ng
(2.42)
This replacing leads quite naturally to a separation of x
(3)into
resonant and nonresonant contributions
X
(3)
= X'+ iX" +XNR (2.43)
where x'+ ix" is the resonant part andXNR is the nonresonant part.
The perturbation theory treatmentshows how Raman resonances
appear in x
(3).But the next question is how the amplitude of x
(3)
at
these resonances connects to the spontaneous Ramanscattering cross
section da /(10.We will use the semi-classical oscillator modelto
derive the important relations. This simplest approachidentifies the
resonantfrequencyw asthefrequencyofadampedharmonic
rg
oscillatorandassumesthatthelinearpolarizationtheoryof
Placzek
14is valid. The linear polarizabilitytensor a of the molecule
is given by the expansion
(aaa aao + qj
o
q+ (2.44)25
where q is the harmonic oscillator coordinate.The equation of motion
for this oscillator in the presence of adriving electric field E can
be written as
19:
82q + w2 q
1 acc ) E2A
rg rg
at
2 at
2m( aq jorg
(2.45)
Here 1 is the population difference betweenthe two oscillator levels,
m is the reduced mass of theoscillator, and r is the damping constant
which is related to the dephasing time: F =1/T2.
Writing the field in terms of its Fouriercomponents with real
fields at frequencies wl w2
a
2q aq 2 1( ao! ) E(w,,r)E (w ,r)A
rrg w q2m rg 2
at
2 at
8q
0 I
x exp{i[(kik2)r - (wi w2)t]). (2.46)
for which the solution is
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The Raman contribution to the nonlinearpolarization is given by
p = N q(w
1
w
2 aq
)( a' )E
0
(2.47)
(2.48)26
where N is the molecular number density. Inserting the solution of the
equation of motion for q gives
NA
P(r,t) =
aa 8a
E(w ,r)E(w ,r)E(w ,r)
1 2 1
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If we assume that the laser fields have parallel field vectors
and parallel propagation vectors aligned along the space-fixed z axis,
Eq.(2.47) becomes
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Comparing Eqs.(2.50) and (2.29), we get:
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Forliquidsandgasesthesusceptibilityisaveragedoverall
orientationsofthemolecules.Therelation between Ramancross
2
section do- /dQ and the Raman matrix element (aa/aq)
o
is:
2 2mw
g
c
4
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( aq jo (hw
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(2.52)By using this one finds:
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Thus the magnitude of a CARSsignal at resonance depends on the square
of the magnitude of the Raman crosssection for that Raman transition,
as well as on the squareof the difference in populationbetween the
statesrandg,A ,and on thesquare ofthe Raman transition
rg
linewidth F .rg
Selection Rules
TheselectionrulesforCARSareseenbyexaminingthe
expectation value for a susceptibilityelement which is resonant at a
frequency wcorresponding to a transition betweenvibration rotation
rg
statesr,Jandg,J'.Neglecting
XNR
and usingthepopulation
difference between the two states,for the molecule in the laboratory
frame one can write:
A
<rJ!ccIgJ'><1-J'IocTS
IrJ>+(0#1)
<rJlx
(3,mol)(w,w ,w )1g.r>
A
1 12 24h w w + w- iF
J 1 2
(2.55)28
To express these integrals in term of the molecular axis system we
make use of the transformation relation
accPE(Pcxe °PO' ace R' a
(2.56)
where the O's are direction cosines. If the vibrational and rotational
wave functions are assumed separable,(2,53) becomes
A
f
I x(3,mol)
W J W
1
+
A
W
z
irJaE
'' T ' 6'
[<r a ig><g a lr>
0
x <JI0acc,000,1J'><J'IOn,066,1J> +((3aT)] (2.57)
Each integral for a given term in Eq.(2.55) must be invariant to any
molecular symmetry operation to have a non-zero contribution to the
susceptibility. For the vibrational part, a
Aaoand a
s must belong ,,
to the same symmetry species as normal coordinate q since 0
r
(q)0
g
(q)
transforms as q.Therefore,the vibrational selection rules for CARS
areidentical tothoseforspontaneousRamanspectroscopy.
Furthermore,the two rotational integrals in Eq.(2.55) yield exactly
the same selection rules as in the conventional Raman case.
Spectral Line Shape
BecausetheCARSintensityisproportionaltoIx
2' CARS
interference can occur between the different contributions contained
inEq. (2.51).The1111Cartesiancomponentoftheresonant
contribution x'+ ix" can be identified withx(3) given in Eq. (2.51).By separating it into real and imaginaryparts, one finds
and
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(2.59)
As assumed before x
NRrepresents realand independent input field
frequencies, so
X
NR
= const. (2.60)
The contributions of x' and x" tox(3)are plotted in Fig. 2.3, while
x(3) I2
= (X')
2
4-(x")
2
(X
NR
)
2
2X
,NR (2.61)
is shown in Fig. 2.4. Because the frequencydependenceoftheCARS
signalis determined bylx
(3)
1
2
,Fig.2.4 showsthe expected CARS
line shape, which is asymmetric forXNR = 0.
ThehighsignalintensityisthemajoradvantageofCARS
spectroscopy over spontaneous Raman spectroscopy,but the nonresonant
background contribution to the CARS signalis a major disadvantage.
For small x' and x" relative tox
NR
,duetoasmallRamancross-0.4-,IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Figure 2.3. Real and imaginary components of the resonant third-
order susceptibility x
(3)in the region of the resonance.31
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in
the region of Raman resonance. x
NR= 0.2 is assumed.section or low species concentration, Eq.(2.59) becomes
x(3) 12 (xNR)2 xNR
32
(2.62)
In this case the nonresonant background(x
NR
)
2can often be as large
as or larger than 2x
,
x
NR
,limiting the signal-to-noise ratio in the
spectrum.
The interference will be more serious inthe case of several
closely spaced Raman lines,for example,the rotational lines in a
vibrational Q-branch Raman transition. Consideringonly two adjacent
lines one can write
Ix(3) 12 )2 )2 )2 )2 (xNR)2
41 2 41 2
x' 2X"X" 2X'XN112X'X
NR
12 12 1 2
(2.63)
Obviously, when there are several closely spacedlines the CARS line
shape function can become quite complicated.
So far we have discussed several basic aspectsof CARS technique.
TheequationsofCARSamplitudes,selection rulesandtheCARS
spectral line shape derived from this sectionwill be greatly helpful
for understanding the experimental CARS spectra.
FREE JET EXPANSIONS
The supersonic free jet expansion is a widelyused technique in
gas phase spectroscopy sinceit allows gas samples to be cooled down33
in an effective and simple way.The coolingisachieved bythe
expansion of a gas sample into a vacuumthrough a very small orifice.
The cooling during the expansion is due to aredistribution of thermal
energy of the equilibriumsample prior to expansion into the energy of
mass flow of the jet. Figure2.5 gives another way to visualize the
temperature changes in a supersonic expansion.Temperature in a gas is
described by the width of a Maxwell-Boltzmannvelocity distribution
and the relatively wide peak centered atV = 0 is characteristic of
room temperature distribution.The second peak centered at V = 550 m/s
represents the velocity distribution alongthe axis of the expansion
at some point downstream of the nozzle.The line width contributions
due to pressure broadening and the Dopplereffect are greatly reduced
in the jet system simply because theeffective pressure is much lower
and the gas flow is directional. Theother feature of a supersonic
free jet expansion is the relativelyhigh collision rate during the
early stage of expansion. Thereforeclusters of interest, weakly bound
molecular aggregates,can be formedintheinitialstepsofthe
expansion.
Levy
20has described the redistribution of thermal energyin the
expansion process in terms of conservation ofenthalpy. If one assumes
constant enthalpy per unit mass and ho isthe enthalpy per unit mass
in the reservoir, then
ho = h + u2 /2 (2.64)
where h is the enthalpy per unit mass at somepoint downstream ofthe34
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Figure 2.5. Normalized Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution.nozzle and u is the flow velocity.
For an ideal gas,
ho-h=C
p
(T
0
T) 7
1
r(T
o
T)
T
35
(2.65)
where r is the gas constant per unit massand T = C /C ,and Cand C
p V
are the heat capacities perunit mass at constant pressure and volume
respectively. T is the downstream temperatureand To is the reservoir
temperature.Ratiosofpressure,density andtemperatureareall
related to the Mach number M,
M = u/a (2.66)
where u is the flow velocity and ais the local speed of sound.
For ideal gas the relation betweenthe speed of sound and the
local temperature T is given as:
(7rT)1/2
Combining equation (2.62) (2.63) we get
1 +
1 )M2 )
(2.67)
(2.68)
where M is the Mach number. For anisentropic process in an ideal gas:
P = const. pa'.With this relationship and theideal gaslaw,the36
equation for density and pressure as a function of the Mach number can
be written as
=
1+
1-2 11 M21'
0
_e_=(1 +[ z-2 1
j
1 M2
o
(2.69)
(2.70)
The Mach number as a function of the position along the expansion axis
has been shown by Ashkenas and Sherman,
21to be described by the
empirical relation
X7
1 1 + 11
A M = A
X
2 1
where A and X
o
are constants which are
diameter of the nozzle orifice.Figure
XX7 1
(2.71)
D
dependenton7andDisthe
2.6showstheseresultsin
diagram form which give us a idea of how the velocity,temperature,
density and pressure changes during the expansion.
CLASSICAL HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION THEORY
Molecularclusters,formed from nucleation processes,area
primary object of our research interests. Therefore,it is important
for us to understand the mechanism of the nucleation process and the
critical conditions forformingsmallmolecularcluster.Inthis37
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Figure 2.6. Jet profiles as a function of position alongthe
expansion axis as calculated for a neatnitrogen with Po = 10
atm and T
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= 300 K.38
section a brief discussion of the thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of
nucleation processes and of condensation in the free jet expansionare
presented.
Thermodynamic Aspects
For a system with vapor-liquid equilibrium one can picture,as
indicated in Fig.2.7, a small droplet of condensed phase B which is
surrounded by the vapor phase A, and for which the total freeenergy
change on droplet formation is given by
22
AG
T
4
nr
3
AG+ 4nr
2
C
3 (2.72)
Here, AGis the bulk free energy difference per volume of condensed V
phase between the vapor and the liquid phases, r is the radius of the
small droplet and o is the vapor-liquid surface tension.
Considering the chemical potential and vapor pressure between
phases A and B, one has
PA
Aii -RT (2.73)
So that
AG
v
RT
In
P
A
(2.74) V ---
(
whereV isthemolarvolumeoftheliquidatthetemperature
under consideration.39
The droplet will grow from the vapor only ifits free energy
decreases below a critical value so that AGis equal to or greater
than some critical value AGfor the free-energy difference. As shown
in Fig. 2.8, the plot of AGT versus r reveals a maximum,which can be
located by setting 8AGT/8r =0.From this the critical radius can be
found
2(7. Vm
2T
r=
RT 1 n
yap
AG
(2.75)
ConsequentlyAGcanbefoundbyinsertingtheEq.(2.75)into
Eq. (2.72), yielding
AG
* 167m
3
3AG
2
(2.76)
It is instructive to note in Fig.2.8 the composition ofthe AG versus
r curve in terms of the surfaceand bulk free energy contributions
which are given in the figure as dashed curves. In the earlystages of
droplet formation, only after the critical size is reacheddoes the
bulk free energy term dominate and the droplet becometheoretically
stable. Thus it is a continual battle for small clusters ofmolecules
to accrete enough bulk free energy to offset the surfaceeffect, and
as one shall see in the kinetics discussion,the probability of such a
droplet becoming stable and growing is extremely remotefor vapor
pressure saturation ratios less than 1.0.40
Figure 2.7. Small droplet of phase B suspended in host-phase A.
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Figure 2.8. Free energy as a function of radius for a cluster
contributions from surface and volume energy.41
Kinetic Aspects
Fromoureverydayexperiencewearepronetothinkof
condensation as occurring at a sharply definedsaturation threshold
(S= p /p = 1).Because of the statistical nature of molecular r yap
bombardment,however,itis intuitive that there should be moments
when molecular aggregation of only a few molecules could occur though
the lifetime of such a cluster is very short.It is even reasonable
to assume that large clusters of molecules can exist for even shorter
periods oftime;infact,acontinuous distribution ofso-called
"polymers"should exist in the static state condition. Thus,the
transient existence of two,three, or four molecular clusters termed
dimers, trimers, and tetrmers, and successively larger "g-mers" seems
like a reasonable postulate on which to base the theory of homogeneous
condensation.
In general consequence ofthelaw of mass action,increased
concentrationsofreactantsenhancetheforwardtransformation
process.Thus one hopes to describe the rate of reaction in terms of
concentration of subcritical droplets to supercritical droplets in the
formation of clusters. In such a process thereisa statistical
steady-statepopulationofclustersgivenbyaBoltzmann-like
distribution function
AG
n= n exp(
g 1 kTg )
(2.77)
where nis the number of clusters of size g molecules existing within
g42
the distribution,and nis the number of single molecules in the
system. AGis the total free energydifference between the clusters
in the condensed state and the host gaseous phase.
The process of condensation and evaporation can be described
in the following form:
[liquid]
C
E
[vapor] (2.78)
consisting of condensation(C)balanced by evaporation(E). For
classical theory involving the bombardment of molecules onto a small
cluster of radius r,the condensation rate is given by
C
4 nr
2
qp
(2nm kT)1/2
(2.79)
where m is the mass of one vapor molecule, p is the prevailing vapor
pressure and q is the fraction of impinging molecules that remain on
thecluster(accommodationfactoror"sticking"coefficient.
McDonald
23gaveaderivationofthekineticexpressionforthe
condensation process in which he assumed that the evaporation rate is
not a function of vapor pressure but only of radius and temperature.
The evaporation rate E for a given cluster is equivalent to the rate
of condensation at a vapor pressure that would exist if the given
cluster radius would represent a critical radius.McDonald suggested
further that the current Jresults from a product of C or E and n
where nis the concentration of clusters of g size in the system.43
Basedonthisideathekineticexpressionforthefluxof
critical-sized clusters is obtained as
(p )
2
1I2T11/2
exp(-
4nTr
*2
J
)
kT p
L
nN
A)
3kT
(2.80)
Here k is the Boltzmannconstant, N the Avogadro number, pthe density
of the vapor,T the surface tensionof the liquid,and ris the
critical drop radius.
Condensation in Free Jet Expansion
The analysis of condensationof gases in a jet expansion canbe
done based on the followingassumptions:(1) the flow is steady, and
the nozzle wall is frictionlessand non-heat conducting;(2) the vapor
is a perfect gas with knownthermodynamic constants;(3) the flow is
isentropic before the onset ofcondensation, and diabaticthereafter;
(4)theinteractionbetweenthecondensedphaseandflowis
negligible; (5)thevolumeofthecondensed phaseisnegligible
compared with thetotalvolume.With these assumptions,the flow
equations can be writtenas:24
dp du dA
p u A
dP+ u du = 0
p
dp dp dT dg
p p T 1-g
(2.81)
(2.82)
(2.83)(z-1) M2
(du
T ) TT
C
(L
T
dg = 0 k)
44
(2.84)
where p,T,u,A and p are flow quantities;L is the latent heat of
evaporation; and g is the massfraction in the condensed phase.
Byusingtheaboveequationsandwithaframeworkof
thermodynamics as well as nucleationtheory Wang
24obtained the growth
rate of a droplet as
kN 1/2 AX.
qp (2)1/2(A )
(T T)
1
1 17,Ppn T
(2.85)
where q is an accommodation factorand T. is the temperature of the
liquid.
By assuming the growth ofdroplets formed in all the previous
steps and the new droplets formed,the net mass fraction condensed in
a step increment AXi canbe obtained as
j-1
A .=
4npL
L
7 N r2Ar+
1
N r*3
gJ 1jj 3
1=1
(2.86)
here j is the index for the samplepoints under consideration,i the
running index covering all previoussample points where nuclei were
formed.
Whiletheaboveexpressionscontainmanyassumptions, in
principle, they can be used to modelthe condensation region of the N
2
expansions we discuss in chapter 5.Due to various reasons, modelling45
of this early portion of the expansion was not completed as part of
this thesis work but the brief discussion aboveisincluded as a
stimulus to future extension of this work.46
CHAPTER 3DEVELOPMENT OF A BACKGROUND REDUCTION TECHNIQUE FOR
LOW FREQUENCY CARS AND A MULTIMODE REJECTOR FOR A
SEEDED Nd:YAG LASER
INTRODUCTION
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)is an extremely
powerful technique.Numerous applications now have been performed,
25-28
suchascombustiondiagnostics, forwhichitwasoriginally
developed,
29andthemeasurementofrovibrationalexcitationsof
molecules in plasmas
30or in photochemistry experiments.
31-33Most of
this work has involved the study of vibrational transitionsof 500
-
cm
1or more.Extension tolower frequenciesis desirable for the
study of pure rotations of most molecules as wellas ofthelow
frequency modesofheaviermolecules.Sincethepurerotational
spectrum of most molecules lies within 100 cm1 of zero shift, one can
readily scan this frequency range with a single dye and thuseliminate
the need for multiple dyes necessary to span the vibrational region.
This restricted frequency range,coupled with narrower,more widely
spaced rotationallines allows forthe possible detection ofany
number of simple molecules simultaneously.This feature of widely
spaced, narrow lines also makes it possible to extract groundstate
rotationalconstantsdirectlyandhencetodeducemolecular
geometries. An additional advantage of pure rotational spectra is that
they are easily fit to calculated spectra to give a direct measurement
ofsampletemperature.ThuspurerotationalCARSisusefulfor47
determining number density,temperature,and structureofa wide
variety of molecules with a single experimental setup.
Of particular interest to us is the development of lowfrequency
CARSasaprobeoffreejetexpansions.Suchexpansionsare
advantageous in that the rotational cooling that occursduring the
expansion greatly increases the CARS signal intensity.By cooling a
sample from room temperature down to 50 K or lower, purerotational
CARSsignalintensitiescanbeincreasedbyseveralordersof
magnitude,whichgreatlyimprovesthedetectionlimitofthe
spectrometer.For molecules with a complicated rotational spectrum,
thecoolingcan simplify thespectralanalysis andincreasethe
effective resolution since Doppler and collisionallinewidths are
greatly reduced.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the CARS spectrometer atOregon
State University.In brief,it consists of a single-mode injection
seeded Nd:YAG laser which produce a 532 nm pump beam as wiand a355nm
beam to pump a PDL dye laser. The output of the dye laser isused as
w2.The CARS spectrum is recorded by scanning w2.A folded BOXCARS
arrangement is used in the low frequency CARS experiment in order
to eliminate the background scattering. A single passmonochromator is
usedto detecttheCARSsignal.Alocalcomputer program anda
personal computer are used with a master A/D board to scanthe dye
laser and monochromator and to digitize the signal.
The primary problem in obtaining low frequency CARS spectrais
the separation of the very intense pump beam wi and Stokesbeams w2SPATIAL FILTER
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of CARS spectrometer.
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from the much weaker CARS beam w
3
since the frequencies of all are
nearly degenerate for small shifts. The first report of low frequency
CARS was by Beattie who recorded the pure rotational spectrum of air
- down to about 40 cm
1
.He utilized a four color,collinear phase
matching scheme with two dye lasers and one fixed frequency laser to
produce the CARS beam frequency shifted away from the tunable sources.
Separation of the CARS signal from the input beams was achieved by use
of prisms, gratings and a polarization analyzer.It was apparent from
Beattie's work that optical separation of the CARS signal beam from
the input beams was not possible at very low shifts.
Subsequently,a phase-matching technique,folded BOXCARS,was
developed by Eckbreth,34 as shown in Figure 3.2,to spatially separate
the signal beam from the input beams. This technique works well down
to about ±10 cm
-1
shift.However,as seen in the pure rotational
spectrum of N2 shown in Figure 3.3, the background scattering is still
quite strong for smaller shifts from zero. For most heavier molecules,
the pure rotational spectrum is seen within a few wavenumbers shift,
as illustrated, for example, by a calculated pure rotational spectrum
of HgC12 shown in Figure 3.4.Our interest in studying such species
led us to seek ways to eliminate all the scattering even down to the
zero shift.As described below,a effective method has been found
which works with a single mode pump laser source.
The Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is the most important element in our
CARS apparatus.We utilize an injection seeded Nd:YAG laser which50
(b)
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Figure 3.2. Three dimensional phase matching in the CARSexperiment.
(a) gives physical orientation of input and CARS beams,(b) is the
vector condition necessary to achieve Ak =0.51
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Figure 3.4. Calculated pure rotational spectra of mercuric chloride
at 400 K and 40 K.53
includes a diode laser-pumped injection source based onthe MISER
design of Byer.
38-42This master laser is a true single mode source
but unfortunately the injected slave laser is lessperfect and mode
hops and multimode output ("bad shots") occur 5 to10% of the time.In
addition, a burst of multimode pulses occurs when theadjustment range
of the piezo drive for the slave cavity length isexceeded and a reset
operation takes place. These "bad shots"areparticularly troublesome
in our CARS experiment since they not only degradethe spectral purity
of the source but also produce significant amplitudefluctuations.In
this chapter,I will present a new background reduction techniquefor
low frequency CARS.As part of this technique a new INVENTION of a
multimodelasershotsrejectorfortheseededNd:YAGlaserwas
developed. Experimental results show that the deviceworks very well
for rejecting all such bad laser shots,significantly improving the
signal to noise ratio in our experiments.
In order to build up a background for the materialwhich we will
present in this chapter,a review on the basic theory oflaser and
seeding laser operation will be given first.
BASIC LASER THEORY
Two-level Laser System
We now consideratwolevelsystem shownin Fig.3.5(a)as
enclosed in the optical resonator shown in Fig3.5(b). The two levels
have energies El and E2, and degeneracies gi and g2respectively,and22, 92 +N2
8:217g17N1
54
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Figure 3.5. (a) A two-level system.(b) Laser resonator containing
the two-level atoms.55
the system contains N1 atoms in level1 andN2in level 2.The two
ends of the optical resonator are two plane mirrorsparallel to each
other and separated by the distance L.
The N
1
atoms in the lower level absorb photons of energy hvo
at
the rate.
R = B N u(v )
abs 12 1 0
(3. 1)
where B
12
is the Einstein coefficient for absorption and u(v
o
)is the
energy density in the frequency intervalof width dv, centered at vo.
The N
2
atoms in the upper level are stimulated to emit photonsat the
rate
Rstim
=B21N2 U (I,
0
) (3.2)
where Bis the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission.The
21
N
2
atoms also decay spontaneously at the rate
R = A N= -r- 1N
spont 21 2 22
(3.3)
where A
21
is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous decay andr2is
thelifetimeoftheupperlevel.TheEinsteincoefficientsfor
stimulated emission and absorption are
3
c
B (3.4)
21 8nhv
3
T
02g2
B= B
12 g
1
21
56
(3.5)
When the line shape is dominated by Doppler broadening,itis
represented by the function g(v -vo) as shown in Figure 3.6(a), where
the area under the line is normalized to unity,
fg(v v
o
)dv = 1
For the specific frequency v the Equation (3.4) becomes
B
21
(v)
8hv
3
n T
02
C
3
g(v 7 v0)
Intensity Amplification
(3.6)
(3.7)
Now we assume that there is a monochromatic beam of frequency v
travelling along the axis of the optical resonator with an intensity
I(x) = cu(v,x) (3.8)
where u(v,x) is the energy density in the frequency v on the x axis.
Ifthe density of atoms in the lower levelis n
1,the number of
photons absorbed in one second within a slab of depth dx and unit area
is B
12
(v)n
1dx u(v,x).Each absorption leadstothe removalof anenergy amount hv from the beam, and so
hvB(v)n
dI =hvB
12
(v)n
1
12 1
dx u(v,x) = I(z) dx
57
(3.9)
If absorption were the only process occurring within the beam,the
beam intensity would be given by
I(x) = I(0) (3.10)
where the absorption coefficient is
hvB(v)n g c
2
g(v v )n
12 1 2 0 1
g
1
8nv
2
T
02
(3.11)
On the other hand,the presence of atoms in the upper state causes
photons to be added to the beam by stimulated emission,giving an
effective 'anti-absorption' or intensity amplification. The absorption
coefficient, now better described as the attenuation coefficient, is
by
c
2
g(v v0) g
p = (B n B n )
0
(g2n1 n2J
tury T 1
02
(3.12)
This can be positive or negative, depending on the relative magnitudes
of g2n1/g1 and n2.
For a system in thermal equilibrium, the attenuation coefficient
is always positive,and the intensity decreases with distance.This58
follows because for each atomic level the populationof each of its
sub-levels is proportional to the Boltzmann factor. Therefore
e 11
1,2
(x g
1,2
and
(3.13)
g2
n n= n(e(E2-E1)/kT -1)= n (e
hv/kT 1) >0 (3.14)
g 1 2 2 2
i
Thus the A > 0.
Population Inversion
The attenuation coefficient can be made negative bysetting up a
nonequilibrium system in which the condition
g
2 An =n -- n >0
2 g
1
1
(3.15)
is satisfied. This population inversion can be created by asuitable
pumping mechanism.
Figure 3.6(b)shows a system in which a population inversion
exists between the levels 2 and 3 and also between the levels5 and 6.
When a population inversion exists the beam intensity increaseswith
distance,
I(x) = I(0) e
kx
where the gain coefficient k is
(3.16)59
V
Figure 3.6(a). Shape of the absorption oremission line.
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(3.17)
Intraversingthelength L ofthelasertheintensity therefore
increases by the factor
i I(L) ) eki.
( I(0)
Loss Processes
(3.18)
Apart from absorption and stimulated emission there are various
other processes which cause changes in the intensity of the beam, all
of them resulting in a loss of intensity. The most important of these
occurs in the laser in which the beam must be reflected many times
between the two end mirrors in order to obtain a significant intensity
gain.If the successively reflected waves are in phase with each other
there is no loss in the intensity when they interfere, but if they are
out of phase they interfere destructively, eventually canceling each
otheroutaftermanyreflections. As in theFabry-Perot
interferometer, the intensity loss due to destructive interference in
the laser cavity is zero only under the condition
2L = nA (3.19)
where n is an integer. With this condition the electromagnetic field
oscillates as a standing wave of frequencyv= n
2L
61
(3.20)
This mode of oscillation is a normal mode of the cavity.The mode
number n is usually very large; for example in our Nd:YAG laser,the
cavitylengthis0.6mandthe wavelengthis1064nm,sonis
1.1278 x 10
6
.The frequency spacing of these modes is
Av
2L
(3.21)
Othersourcesoflosscomesfromthenon-unityreflection
coefficients R
1and R
2of the end mirrors,diffraction effects,and
scattering in the laser medium. The losses can be characterized by the
Q-value of the cavity, defined by
Q = 2n
energy stored
energy lost per period of oscillation
2nI
(di-clt //v)
2nvt (3.22)
where tis the decay time of cavity. This value is about 10
8to 10
9
for visible lasers.62
Threshold condition
Figure 3.7 shows the magnitudes of the gains andlosses for a
laser,as a function of frequency,for a narrow range of frequency
covering an absorption line. The absorption andstimulated emission
processes give an average intensity gain per passof
G =eki..
1
(3.23)
Assuming that a population inversion exists in thecavity, k >0 and
Ga 1. On the other hand the loss processes give an effective gain G
1 2
which is always less than 1.Its maximum value is
-1../(ctc)
Gmax= e
2
which occurs when condition (3.19) is meet.
(3.24)
The lower part of the figure shows the productG1G2 in the case
where G
1
G
2
>1 at two different normal mode frequencies. Thelaser is
therefore able to oscillate at these frequencies,with a continuous
build-up of intensity.The other modes,shown as broken lines,are
suppressed.
A necessary condition for the laser to be ableto operate on at
least one normal mode is that
1
Kv / u
ct
0 c
(3.25)61
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Figure 3.7. G
1is the average gain per pass due to the combined effect
of absorption and stimulated emission. G >_1 when a population inversion
exists. G
2is the gain per pass due to the various loss processes. The
laser can oscillate only when G
1
G
2
>1.64
This is known as the thresholdcondition for the laser.
The threshold condition is a necessarycondition to be satisfied
before a laser beamcanbeproduced,butatthesametimethe
following conditions have also tobe satisfied. One is that the beam
to be amplified must originateat some time. Usually thishappens by
thespontaneous emission ofan excited atom,producing asingle
photon. The other one is that thisinitial photon should travel in a
direction parallel to the axis ofthe laser.Then the beam can be
reflected several times, enablingthe intensity to increase. Because
spontaneous emission is anisotropic process there are always some
photons emitted in the requireddirection.
Q-Switched Laser
A technique for producing asingle high-energy pulse, insteadof
a continuous trainof pulses,is that of Q-switching. The'Q'refers
to the Q-value of the lasercavity.In a Q-switched laser,the laser
is keeping the Q-value low whilethe population inversion is created,
and increasing it suddenly toallow stimulated emission tobuild up
quickly by multiple reflections inthe cavity.This results in the
cavity energy being released in ashort intense pulse.65
INJECTION SEEDING THEORY
Injection seeding refers to theprocess of achieving single mode
operation of a pulsed laser by injecting radiationfrom a very narrow
linewidth laser into the pulsed laser cavityduring the time of the
opening of the Q-switch.
When the injecting radiation frequency iswithin the bandwidth of
a pulsedlaser cavity mode a Q-switched pulse willdevelop more
rapidly out of this "seed" emission than outof background spontaneous
noise emission.Consequently,the pulse developing out of the seed
signal will saturate the gain medium and extractthe energy before a
pulse which is coincidentally trying togrow out of noise emission is
able to do so. This inhibits furtheramplification and growth of any
pulse developing out of noise emission.In this way all of the energy
stored in a homogeneously broadened gainelement such as a Nd:YAG
laser rod is depleted by the pulse whichdeveloped out of the seed
laser emission, resulting in single frequencyoutput from the pulsed
laser.
Longitudinal Modes of Pulsed Laser
As we described in the preceding sectionthe Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser with the cavity length of 0.6m at frequency 1064 nm can have
about 1.13x10
6
modes. The spacing of these modescan be calculated by
using Equation (3.21) which givesGAIN
A
GaInCenter
(Approximately 1064 nm)
120 GHz
Full Width Half maximum
HLongitudinal
Mode Spacing
250 MHz
Figure 3.8. Longitudinal modes of the host laser.
FREQUENCY67
Au = 3 x 10
10
(cm/sec
2)/ 2 x 1 x 60 (cm)
= 250 MHz
The gain curve for Nd:YAG is approximately 120 GHz (or 4cm-1)
FWHMwhichmeansthatNd:YAGcansupportalargenumberof
longitudinalmodes.However dueto modecompetition,longitudinal
modes closest in frequency to the center of the gain curve capture
most of the available energy at the expense of longitudinal modes
further from gain center. This generally results in a normal unseeded
line width of about 1 cm
-1for the pulsed laser.
45This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.8.
Laser resonators have transverse ("spatial") modes in addition to
longitudinal modes.Transverse modes,like longitudinal modes,also
havecharacteristicfrequenciesassociatedwiththem. It is
imperative,for injection seeding purposes,that the pulsed Nd:YAG
laser run in a single transverse mode(the lowest order transverse
mode).Furthermore the resonator should have strong discrimination
against the lasing of any higher order transverse modes.
Q-Switch Buildup Time: Unseeded Operation
The Q-Switch isincludedin the host resonatortoinitially
prohibit lasing during flash lamp emission for a time period on the
order of 250sec the upper state lifetime of Nd:YAG. This ensures
that the Nd:YAG rod in the host oscillator has stored as much energy
as possible. At full power this stored energy level cantranslate into68
a single pass gain in excess of 50.
Afterthis energy storagetimeiscompletetheQ-Switchis
opened.This allows any lightin the cavity possessing the proper
frequency characteristics (i.e. frequency within the gain bandwidth of
Nd:YAG and resonant with a longitudinal mode of the host cavity) and
spatial characteristics (i.e."on axis") of the host resonator to be
amplified by the Nd:YAG gain media.In the unseeded host laser this
initial light within the cavity isin fact broad band spontaneous
noise emission from the Nd:YAG oscillator and amplifier rods.The
spectral features of this noise emission are given by the fluorescence
gaincurveofNd:YAGshowninFig.3.9.Thisrelativelyweak
spontaneous noise emission radiates in all direction leaving only a
verysmallpowerlevel (-.nanowatts)sufficientlyonaxisto
experience resonant amplification.
Consequently, astheQ-Switchisopenedthislowlevel
spontaneous emission must make a sufficient number of round trips
through the Nd:YAG gain media to reach a fluence level comparable to
thecharacteristic saturationintensity forNd:YAG.With asmall
signal gain of >= 50 per pass,and accounting for output coupling
losses, this typically requires about 12 resonator round trips. Given
the speed of light and a resonator round trip length of 1.2 meters, 12
round trips can be seen to correspond to approximately 45 nsec.
When the amplified spontaneous emission reaches the saturation
fluence, significant energy is extracted from the Nd:YAG rod that the
large signalgain value is lowered to of approximately 2.5 4perUnseeded Operation
Host Power Out
Seeded Operation
0-Switch
Opening Waveform
8 nsec
1
K
QSW BUT
REDUCTION---)1
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Figure 3.9. Q-switch buildup time reduction.
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pass. At this time a pulse can beginto be observed being emitted from
the host laser.The observed output pulse width corresponds to the
number of round trips required for circulating photonsto extract all
the energy stored in the Nd:YAG oscillator rod.The time during which
the spontaneous noise emission is amplified uptothe saturation
fluence level is termed the " Q-Switch Pulse BuildupTime ".
Q-Switch Buildup Time: Seeded Operation
During seeded operation very narrow linewidth(Au <10 KHz )
laser emission of > 1 milliwatt is directed into thehost laser cavity
on axis.When this"seed"emission is within the bandwidth ofa
longitudinal mode of the host laser it is resonantly amplifiedby the
Nd:YAG rod when the Q-Switch is opened. The seed emissionis greater
than6ordersofmagnitudestrongerthanthespontaneousnoise
emission (<nanowatts).It is clear that a Q-Switched pulse will build
up sooner out of the seed emissionthan it could out of spontaneous
emission.
Furthermore,whentheamplifiedseedemissionreachesthe
saturation intensity level the gain in the oscillatorrod is quickly
reduced from the small signal level(>50) to the large signal level
(2.5-4).This reduction in gain inhibits further amplificationof
spontaneous emission keeping it at a low level relativeto the seeded
output pulse. The difference in time between when a Q-Switchpulse is
emitted in seeded operation versus unseeded operation istermed the
reduction in Q-Switch buildup time.71
Injection Seeder
Figure 3.10 shows an injectionseeder and each component will be
discussed briefly as follows
(1)C.W.1.061.1 Seed Laser Source:
The seed laser employed in theseeder is a monolithic,laser
diodepumped,unidirectionalringresonatortermedtheMISER
(Monolithic Isolated End pumped Ring). Theessential features of the
MISER aretheincorporation withinamonolithicstructureofan
effective half wave plate polarizationrotator, Faraday rotator and
polarizer. The combined effect ofthese three optical elements is to
yield lower losses for a completetransit of the ring resonator for
lasing in one direction than forthe other.This forces the ring
resonator to lase in one directiononly. The ring resonator is then a
travelling wave resonator in contrastto a standing wave resonator
described previously. Because it is atravelling wave resonator the
MISER does not suffer from the effectsof spatial hole burning and
consequently will only lase in a singlelongitudinal mode.
The geometry of the MISER is shownin Figure3.11 Polarization
selection takes placeatthecurved,partially transmitting face
(point A).At points B,C,and D total internal reflection occurs.A
magnetic field H is applied toestablish unidirectional oscillation.
Faraday rotation takes place alongsegments AB and DA.The focused
pump laser beam entersthe crystal at point A,and the output beam
emerges at the same point.To Piezoelectric
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Figure 3.10. Injection seeder block diagram.
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Figure 3.11. Monolithic isolated end pumped ring (MISER).74
(2)Collimating Lens And Half Wave Plate Assembly.
The collimating lens is used to ensure that a small diameter,
well collimated beam is transmitted through the Faraday Isolator for
maximum through out and isolation.The half wave plate matches the
MISER output polarization to that of the Faraday Isolator.
(3)Faraday Isolator.
The Faraday Isolator, a optic diode, is inclosed in the injection
seeder fortwo essential reasons:
i)to prevent any backward propagating radiation from the host
laser from destroying the seed laser.
ii) to decouple the seed laser resonator from the host resonator
to preserve the frequency stability of the seed laser.
(4)Telescope Assembly.
Incorporation ofa beam expanding telescopeintheinjection
seeder helps to optimize the spatial mode matching between the seeder
and the host.Spatial mode matching lengthens the lifetime of seed
laser photons within the host resonator,increasing the seed laser
power coupled into the host cavity.The telescope also provides a
convenient adjustment to account for variable oscillator rod thermal
lensing and mirror curvatures in the host laser.
(5)Turning Mirror.
Thefinalopticalelement withintheinjection seederisa
turning mirror to turn the beam through an exit aperture at the bottom
of the seeder. This mirror is adjustable and is included to maintain
proper alignment of the seed laser beam with the host optical axis.
(6)Q-Switch Buildup Time Reduction75
As discussed previously,the function of Q-switch buildup time
reduction isto ensure optimal frequency overlap between theseed
laser and the host laser.
(7)Temperature control
All temperature sensitive optical elements withinthe injection
seeder are temperature controlled to ensure consistentperformance
with minimal operator adjustments.
Frequency Control of the Injection Seeder
The frequency of the Seed Laser output is temperaturesensitive.
By changing the temperature of the monolithicSeed Laser its output
can be made to fall in the center ofthe host laser's gain curve. This
position produces the most effective and stable seedingand also the
highest seeded output power from the host laser.
Two temperature effects produce the movement of theSeeder output
frequency.The first,expansion (or contraction) of the YAG crystal
and the changein the YAG refractiveindex combineto producea
frequency shift-3.1GHz/°Cinthe Seeder resonator modes.The
second, the movement of the YAG gain center causes afrequency shift
of approximately -1.4GHz/°C. These two effects combine to produce the
frequency tuning curve shown in Figure 3.12.Approximately every 20
GHz the frequency "hops" back about10 GHz.This is due to a new
longitudinal mode moving to a position closer tothecenterofthe
gain curve. By temperature tuning, a range of about2cm-1canbe
covered.76
Mode: -3.1 GHz/ C °
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Figure 3.12. Frequency tuning of theinjection seeder.77
DEVELOPMENT OF A BACKGROUND REDUCTION TECHNIQUE
The basic ideal of the w
1
background reduction technique is as
follows,as we mentioned before the main concern for lowfrequency
CARS experiments is the intense scattering of the wi beam, which is
difficult to filter from the weak near by w3 signal we wish to detect.
Ideally, one would like a "spike" rejection filter at the wi frequency
butthisisdifficulttoachievewithinterferencefiltersor
monochromaters. However, the vapor phase absorption spectrum ofI
2
is
very rich in the visible region. We make use ofthis by tuning the
frequency of the doubled output of the seeded Nd:YAG laser wi to one
of the very sharp 12 absorption peaks. An 12 "spike" filter cell is
then placed in front ofthe monochromator sothat any scattering
caused by wi beam will be absorbed.Some details of our method of
scanning the output of Nd:YAG laser to match an appropriate 12 line
are given in following sections.
Modification of Frequency Tuning for the Seeder
As discussed previously, the output frequency of a seeded Nd:YAG
-1.
lasercanbescannedabout2cm bytemperature-tuning.The
temperature coefficient ofthe MISER Nd:YAG laserisabout-0.15
- 10
cm / C. Figure 3.13showsthetemperaturecontrolboardofthe78
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Figure 3.13. Temperature control circuit.79
seeder.U14 amp-01is a comparator which essentiallycontrols the
temperature of the MISER crystal. R60 and R62 are the tworesistors
for setting a reference temperature for the MISERcrystal. HTR-5 is a
thermistor which senses the temperature of the crystal.R61 and R56
are current limitingresistors which controlthecurrent passed
through the thermistor. By adjusting the pot R56, one canchange the
temperature of the crystal. We have used this method to scanthe laser
2 cm
-1for some experiment. However this is a tedious taskmanually
since, with the time necessary for the temperature tostabilize ,the
scan required - 8 hours.
Figure 3.14 is the electronic circuit which I designedthat can
be inserted into the temperature control circuit inFigure 3.13 to let
a computer scan the 2cm-1range.The way in whichImodified the
circuit is to disconnect R61 and R56 and connectthe output of the
modification circuit to R61.In this way we can vary the current
passed through the thermistor by varying the voltageapplied to it.
The modified circuit basically is a reduced gain and anadder circuit
which can reduce the step size ofthescan.The D/A outofthe
computer is 10 V and the total number of bits is 4000.Therefore, 1
bitis about 2.5 my.By using the modified circuitthe smallest
voltageintervalis0.625mv.Thissmallvoltageincrementis
sufficient to ensure the temperature change of MISER Nd:YAGcrystal is
small.Therefore,thefrequencyoftheoutputwillbeeasyto
stabilize. A computer program used for scanning the seederis listed
in appendix B.From computer
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Absorption Spectrum
The spectrum of iodine vapor is very rich in the visibleregion49
and Figure 3.15 shows the absorption measured in the 532 nm region as
the frequency of the seed laser was temperature-tuned. Displayed is
the output of a photodiode used to monitor a small portion of the
doubled output of the slave laser after passage through a 10 cm cell
containing 12 vapor in equilibrium with the solid at room temperature.
Severalhopsbetweenmodesoftheseedlaseroccurredasthe
temperature of the laser was scanned stepwise but it is apparent that
several strong 12 absorptions fall within the tuning range in which
the slave laser output energy remains high.The vacuum wavenumber
values and assignments given in Ref.
are
18786.66 R57 (32-0);
18786.773R54 (32-0)
18787.134P119 (35-0)
18787.286R86 (33-0)
18787.344R106 (34-0)
18787.810 P83 (33-0);
18788.343R56 (32-0)
19788.415P53 (32-0);
88,48 for the eight strong lines
P166 (40-0)
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The Doppler width ofeachlineis0.013cm-1buthyperfine
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absorption spectrum within the seeder tuning range.83
broadening is negligible in the absence of air leaks.The temperature
coefficient of the MISER Nd:YAG laser is about -0.15 cm
- 1/ 0
C and the
temperature control provided with the laser electronics wassufficient
to hold the frequency drift to less than 0.002 cm-1 /hr.To achieve
great stability the frequency was tuned to the18788.451 cm-1 maximum
marked with * since this line is near the maximum inthe slave gain
curve and also near the middle of amode hop range of the seed laser.
ThisfeatureconsistsofthreeoverlappingtransitionP53(32-0),
P103(34-0) and P159(39) with an estimated total width of 0.06cm-1.
The window onthe right side of Figure 3.15 showsthe simulation of
iodine peak and laser modes.
Background Reduction Technique
The I
2
absorption measurement within the temperature tuning range
of the seeder gives us a way to eliminate thebackground scattering in
the low frequency CARS experiment.
As we can see from the CARS process energy diagramFigure 3.16,
w
2 3
Figure 3.16CARS Process Energy Diagram84
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Figure 3.17. CARS pure rotational spectrum of N2.85
in the low frequency case, when the w
2
approach to w
1
,the CARS single
W
3will also approach w
1
and w2.In this situation,a very strong
scattering will show up in the spectrum, as seen in Figure 3.3.
When the doubled frequency is centered on a strong,sharp12
absorption,a simple 10 cm12cell placed after the sample serves to
absorb the injection-locked narrow band (0.002cm-1)collight without
significantly affecting the much broader signal at w2.The rejection
of w
1
is shown in Figure 3.17 where the intense scattering near zero
frequency in the spectrum is gone. We can see the base line is very
flat throughout the spectrum, but there are some very sharp linesin
the spectrum which are obviously not the rotational lines of nitrogen.
Theeliminationofthesetroublesomeartifactsisthesubject
discussed in the next section.
DEVELOPMENT OF LASER MULTIMODE SHOT REJECTOR
Basic Idea of the Rejector
The w
1
straylight elimination results obtainedinthelast
section are very encouraging for low frequency spectroscopy,except
for the sharp spikes in the spectrum.In order to decide whether they
were caused by impurities or the instrument, an experiment was carried
out.Thelaser wastunedtotheP53 Ilineandtheresultant
2
transmission through theiodine cell was measured for1000shots
(Fig.3.18).The light level through the cell was adjusted to avoid
saturation of the transitionandthezerolevelwasobtainedby4,0"11,01,~6,,t1A,Av.004144.0....0,41.14.44Ayro
Figure 3.18.
SHOT
-
Transmission of the 18788.451 cm
1through the I
2
cell.87
blocking the photodiode.Apparent are the occasionalspikes that arise
when the laser outputcontains one or moreadditional slave laser
modes that fall outsidethe P53 absorption profile.By taking a CARS
spectrum and 12 transmissionspectrum at same time,spikes appear in
both spectra at sametime. This verifies thatthose very sharp lines
in the CARS spectrumshown in Figure 3.17 arecaused by multimode
laser shots.These "bad shots" degradethe spectral purity ofthe
source and alsoproduce significant amplitudefluctuations due to mode
beatingandcompetitionbetweenmodes.Thelattereffectsare
particularly troublesome innonlinear experiments such asCARS where
the 532 nm output isusually mixed with amultimode dye laser source.
Fig.3.18 suggests that theiodine absorption measurementoffers a
convenient and positive meansof distinguishing goodfrom bad shots, a
laser multimode sensor.The problem then isto find a simple and
effective way to blockthose "bad shots" beforethe resultant CARS
signal gets into theboxcar integrator.The Truth table of anAND
function suggests a wayto do so. As can be seenfrom Table 4.1,two
variables A and B mustbe True at same timein order to get a true
output, in all other cases aFalse output results.88
Table 3.1. Truth table for the AND function.
A
Variables Result
B M
0(F) 0(F) 0(F)
0(F) 1(T) 0(F)
1(T) 0(F) 0(F)
1(T) 1(T) 1(T)
By applying this principle to our system,we use one photodiode to
monitor the Nd:YAG laser output beam to giveone AND input and,for
the other input, another photodiode monitors thesame laser beam after
passage through an iodine cell.An AND operation then generates a
trigger pulse only for good laser shots and all bad shotsare ignored.
Electronic Circuitry
Based on this simple idea,a "bad shots" rejector circuit was
designed.AschematiccircuitdiagramisshowninFig.3.20. It
consistsoftwochannelsandalogicoperation part.Thefirst
channel,a SGD-040 photodiodeis usedto monitor the basic laser
pulse. Tis a fast operational amplifier (LH0062) usedas a voltage
follower to insure that input sees a high impedance.T2 is an open
loop voltage comparator which compares the two input voltagesthat
come from the photodiode and a level adjustment. Any smalldifference
between these two inputs will cause a positiveornegativesaturated10V
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Figure 3.19. "Bad Shot" rejector circuit diagram.
+10v90
output.A 50 KO variable resistor R1 severs as a level adjustment
which serves to give flexibility in setting the sensitivity to the
frequency jitter of the laser.The two diodes D2 and D3 used on the
output of T2 are to latch the output voltage between Ov and 5v in
order to trigger the 74221 flip-flop.49,50 The pulse width and time
delay of the output of the 74221 can be adjusted by the resistances
R11 and R12 in the RC circuit. Those negative pulses are modified in
order to have enough width to cover corresponding pulses from the
second channel.
The second channelis basically similar tothe first channel
except it will produce positive pulses every time the laser fires. The
outputs of these two channel are send to an AND gate. After the logic
operation, only those pulses corresponding to good shots result in a
positive 5 volt output which is then sent to gate the boxcar used for
signal processing.
The schematic of CARS spectrometer with "bad shot" rejector is
shown in Figure 3.20.
Results
As a demonstration of the function of the "bad shots" rejector,
CARS spectra of 50 torr of nitrogen gas with and without the "bad
shots" rejector. Also,in order to eliminate the Rayleigh scattering
near zero shift,the background reduction technique discussed in the
first part of this chapter was employed. Fig.3.17, shown previously,
shows that the bad shots of the laser that appearasspikesintheSPATIAL FILTER
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Figure 3.20. Schematic of CARS spectrometer with "bad shot" rejector.92
pure rotational spectrum of a 50 torr sample of N2.Fig.3.21 shows a
similar scan but with the "bad shots" rejector turned on. The absence
of "bad shots" in the spectrum shows that the good spectra can now be
routinely obtained in this difficult spectral region.
Theuseofthisrejectoralsoyieldsaimprovedeffective
resolutioninourexperiments.Figure3.22showsstatichigh
resolution CARS spectra of the vibrational Q-branch of 02'
taken with
and without the multimode rejector. The narrower feature (half width =
cml) cm
1
)results whentherejectoreliminatesthosemultimode
pulses which occur outside the line width of the I
2
transition.The
latter shift and hence broaden the transition(half width = 0.07
-
cm
1
).Also, some small, nonreproducible features on the low frequency
side of the transition for spectra are eliminated when the rejector is
operational.
Finally,Figure 3.23 shows another comparison of CARS spectra
taken by Nancy Triggs with and without the multimode rejector. This is
a nonresonant background CARS spectrum of methyl iodide/He in a jet
expansion. The top trace was taken without the multimode rejector and,
as one can see, there are many spurious peaks in it which are not real
because there are no transitions in this vibrational frequency region.
The same experiment was then performed with the multimode rejector in
and,asonecanseefromthebottomspectrum,asmootherCARS
nonresonant background trace results.
In summary,this work demonstrates that the multimode rejecting
method is a very useful technique for three purposes:LOW-SHIFT NITROGEN ROTATIONAL SPECTRA
-40 -20 0
Frequency shift in cm-1
40
Figure 3.21.Pure rotational CARS spectrum of N2taken with "bad shot"
rejector.1554.3 1554.4 1554.5
-1
CM
1554.6 1554.7
94
Figure 3.22. 02 spectra of the Q linetaken with and without "bad
shot" rejector.2970 2980 2990
cm-1
3000 3010
95
Figure 3.23. Nonresonant background CARS spectrum of methyl iodide/He
in jet expansion taken with and without the "bad shot" rejector.96
(a)Detection and rejection of multimode laser shots that cause
large amplitude fluctuations in nonlinear CARS experiments.
(b)Improvementofspectralresolutionbyensuringthat
multimode pulses are rejected and alsothatsingle mode
pulses not centered on the I
2
absorption are also eliminated
(c)Elimination of stray wlight propagating with the w
3
signal
by 12 cell absorption.
The multimode rejector is thus a useful complementary element for
theimperfectlyseededNd:YAGsinglemodelaserfornonlinear
spectroscopy and high resolution spectroscopy experiments.Further
examples of its use are given in the next two chapters.97
CHAPTER4 APPLICATION OF CARS AND SRL FOR THE STUDY OF
INVOLATILE MOLECULES
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents some preliminary applications of CARS and
SRS in a relatively new area of chemistry: the gas phase study of high
temperaturemoleculesoflowvolatility,suchasinorganicsalt
vapors. Small molecular species such as these and their dimer and high
polymer aggregateforms,provideanimportanttesting groundfor
chemical theories of ionic and covalent bonding.Their structures,
vibrationalfrequencies, andthermodynamicpropertiesareof
considerable interest. These species are also important
technologicallyinareasconcernedwithvaportransportand
55,56
corrosion.
The traditional methods of studying high temperature vapors are
mass spectrometry and transpiration but,although these methods are
generally successful in establishing the intensity of the species of
interest, they provide little or no structural information. For those
molecules which are stable at room temperature,such information is
obtainedeitherbyelectrondiffractionorbyavarietyof
spectroscopic techniques.In the last ten years or so,these methods
have been extended tomoderately high temperatures (- 1000 K) but the
considerabledifficultiesencountered becomeeven moresevereat
higher temperatures. These problems involve the areas of production,
detection, and characterization. For example, the chemical reactivity98
of many high temperature species often places a severeconstraint on
the study of closed systems owing to thelack of a suitable material
for the container.This problem can be by-passed by working atlow
pressures in a molecular beam, butthe low concentrations then present
serious detection problems,particularly for conventional Raman or
infrared spectroscopy. When more sensitivetechniques such as UV/vis
fluorescence are used,itis found that,although detection is no
longer a problem, the spectral richness ofro-vibrational transitions
presents new difficulties.
54This complexity can be reduced by matrix
isolation, where the vapor is quenched by suddentrapping in frozen Ar
films, and the application to high temperaturechemistry has been used
extensively. Ofcourse,onlyvibrationaltransitionare
seen in matrices and,due to site effects, only an approximationto
the desired gas phase frequencies is obtained.
Ideally one would like to maintain a high vapordensity while
achieving the spectral simplification that comeswith cooling. This is
not possible under equilibrium conditionsforthelow volatility
samples of interest to us.However,such a result can be achieved
underthe non-equilibrium cooling environmentthatoccursinjet
expansions. Our goal then was to explore thispossibility using the
sensitive coherent Raman methods developed in ourlaboratory. To our
knowledge no previous Raman work ofthis type has been doneon
non-volatilecompounds.Herewepresentsomedescriptionofour
experimentaleffortsandspectra ofthreetestmolecules:AsC13,
HgC12, and CS2.EXPERIMENTAL
High Temperature Nozzle Cell
99
Foreffectivecoolinginafreeexpansionjet,thehigh
temperature nozzle has to work not only at a temperature up to about
1200 K but also at high pressures of driving gas.In addition the cell
has to be corrosion resistant at high temperature. Figure 4.1. shows a
high temperature cell design based on the use of either thin wall
stainless steel or tungsten tubing(0.01" 0.02"thickness).Two
Swage-locks were used to seal the two ends of the tubing to achieve a
high pressure seal and to allow easy loading of solid samples such as
AsC1
3and HgC1
2
.Small diameter stainless steel tubing was connected
to one of the Swage-lock to serve as N2 driving gas feedthrough. The
two Swage-locks are also attached to water-cooled copper electrodes
which are connected to a low voltage-high current power supply.By
passing current through the thin wall cell, resistive heating occurs,
with the hottest region near the center of the tube. A small hole of
0.015 mm diameter was drilled in one side of the tube to serve as the
nozzle opening and the entire assembly was then placed in a vacuum
chamber.
SRL Spectrometer
Sincethevibrationalandrotationaltransitionsofheavy
-
non-volatile moleculesoccurinthe0 1000cm
1
range,alow
frequency coherent Raman capability was essential for this work.The100
Free Jets Expansion Cell
N2
V
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V
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J
Figure 4.1. High temperature cell.101
main features of the experimental system for low frequencyCARShave
been discussed in the the previous chapter.In this section we will
briefly describe the Raman loss system which is used in ourhigh
temperature experiment.
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the SRL spectrometer. It consists
of a tunable pump lasers and a fixed frequency probelaser because in
SRStheRamanspectrumisrecordedbyscanningthefrequency
difference between two laser interacting with the sample.The pump
laser system produces powerful(up to 20 mJ/pulse) single frequency
pulses of 10 nsec duration, by injection seeding a homebuilt three
stage pulsed dye amplifier (PDA). The probe light comesfrom a single
frequency argon or krypton ion laser. Raman shifts from4700 to 0 cm 1
can be accessed by using different laserlines of the argon or krypton
ion laser. The scan range for any given probe laserfrequency is given
by the range of the PDA, which is about 300cm-1 for a given dye. The
detail of tuning ranges can be found in reference 76.
The timing of the YAG laser is adjusted so that the outputof the
PDA occurs during a 200 psec probe interval and asmall part of the
pump lightis used to trigger a boxcar integrator.There are two
channels in the boxcar integrator. One integrates thetransient gain
or loss in probe laser power over 12 nsecwhile the second channel is
delayed by 15 nsec and integrates a 12 nsec window of thebaseline.
This baseline value is then electronically subtractedin an analog
module to cancel out baseline shift caused by lowfrequency noise. The
analog output of the boxcar average is then digitized bycomputer and
averaged over many laser shots by a data collection program.Single-mode
Ar+ or Kr* laser
At laser
Sample
cell
Single-mode
ring dye laser
Z74
50 mJ/pulse
15 mJ/pulse
Single-mode Nd:YAG laser
Photo
diode diode''
Boxcar
----------
Dye amplifier
Figure 4.2. Schematic of high resolution stimulated Raman spectrometer.RESULTS
The AsC1
3Molecule
103
AsC1
3
is a simple pyramidal molecule of someimportance in the
semiconductor industry. The equilibrium vaporcontains both monomers
and higher aggregates whose compositionis of interest but is largely
unknown.It thus was viewed as a possiblecandidate for study by CARS
or SRL methods.
Since AsC1
3
is reasonably volatile (300 torr at383 K), our first
efforts involved a CARS study usingsimply a hot sealed cell at 383 K.
Figure 4.3 shows a static pure rotationalCARS spectrum of AsC12 under
these conditions.It is apparent that the spectrum is verycomplicated
and congested. In this spectrum noindividual lines were resolved, but
reasonable overall agreement of thespectral envelope of overlapping R
and S rotational branches wasobtained with a calculated spectrum,
shownin Figure4.4.Other spectralcontributionscomefromthe
overlapping chlorine isotopic bands,and from excited vibrational
states.The results show graphically theproblem of high temperature
studies for such molecules andillustrate the desirability of cooling
by jet expansion.
The HgC12 Molecule
At this stage in the work ,it was decided that HgC12 wouldbe a
better test case than AsC1because itis known to be linear with
3
simpler spectrum. Also, it is lessvolatile so that higher temperature3.2
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Figure 4.3. Pure rotational Raman loss spectrum of AsC13.
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arerequired,oneofourdesignobjectives.Finally,gasphase
mercuric chloridehasbeenstudiedpreviouslybyinfrared,
spontaneous Raman,and electronic diffraction,as well as by mass
spectrometric methods.Thus areasonable amount ofinformationis
available, although no CARS or SRS spectra have reported.
Figure 4.5 shows two high temperature pure rotational SRS spectra
of HgC12, expanded in a jet.The two scans from separate experiments
were recordedatnozzlecelltemperature of 520 K and atan N2
driving gas pressure of 10 atmosphere. At the sample point the driving
gas rotational temperature was determined to be about105 K so that
significant cooling had occurred. The percentage of HgC12 present in
the jet was calculated from vapor pressure data to be about 15%.
Itis apparent that the congested spectrum is only partially
resolved even thoughwe used the high resolution (0.003cm-1) Raman
loss apparatus.The B value of 'HgC12 is known to be 0.0453cm-1so
that the 2B = 0.0906 cm
-1spacing of the pure rotational Raman lines
shouldbeeasilydiscerned.Ofcourse,sincethereis24%Cl
37
abundance in nature, three isotopic forms contribute to the spectrum:
Hg
35
C12 (70%), Hg35 C137C1 (23%), Hg
37
C12 (7%). Using the two most
dominant forms,a calculatedpure rotational spectrum of HgC12 is
shown in Figure 4.6.Because of the isotopic effect,the spacing
between rotational lines ofHgC137C135 is smaller than that of HgC1325
lines so that appreciable overlap occurs in the spectrum.
It is interesting to note that, due to molecular spin statistics,
Hg
35
Clis expected to show intensity alternation of 10 to 6 for odd J
to even J lines (I = 3/2 for35C1). Because oftheoverlappingonlyHgC12 pure rotational spectrum
T=520 K, P=10 atm
8
I r r
9 10 11
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Figure 4.5. Pure rotational jet spectrum of HgC12.
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Figure 4.6. Calculated pure rotational spectrum of HgC12.109
themoreintenseoddJlinesaredistinguishable.Usingthe
frequenciesofthese,an approximate B valueof0.0493cm
-1was
deduced from the spectrum,in fair agreement with a value of 0.453
obtained from conventional spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.62Our B
value yields a Hg-Cl bondlength of 2.19, in close accord with a 2.20 A
length deduced from electron diffraction experiments.
The CS
2
molecule
CS
2
was chosen as another simple test molecule of low volatility
because it is liquid and hence subject to "bumping" in the hot nozzle
cell,a possible experimental problem of concern.It's spectrum can
also give a direct measure of rotational cooling in the jet whereas,
for HgC12,this was inferred only from the N
2driving gas spectrum.
Finally, we were interested in the possible detection of CS2 clusters
that might form in the jet.
LikeHgC12,carbon disulfideisasymmetriclinear molecule
belonging to the point group Dcoh.The ground electronic state is
1E+
g
and, since the spin of the 32S nucleus is zero, all rotational levels
ofthe C
32
S
2molecule which are antisymmetricinthe simultaneous
exchange of equivalent nuclei are absent. For the vibrational ground
state this results in the absence of all rotational levels with J =
odd.In these studies both pure rotational and vi vibrational regions
were examined.110
(a) Pure rotational region
Both the background reduction technique andthe Nd:YAG laser
multimode rejector presented in chapter 3 were used for aCS
2
pure
rotational CARS experiment. Figure 4.7 shows a spectrum ofequilibrium
CS
2
at room temperature, while figure 4.8 shows a jetspectrum. By
comparing these,it is apparent that, because of the cooling from the
jet expansion,the low rotational state transitions are enhanced.A
rotational temperature of - 100 K was obtained by fitting thespectrum
in figure 4.8 to a theoretically calculated spectrum.The rotational
spacings are in good accord with those deduced from theknown B value
for CS(0.0109 cm-1).
2
Some effort was made to detect CS
2
clusters in the jet. The phase
transitions of vapor to liquid for CS2 is 163 K so liquid formation
could have occurred in the 100 K jet. However no evidenceof liquid or
solid cluster features was seen in either the low frequencyregion or
atlowvibrationalfrequenciesspace(latticemoderegion).
Accordingly,asearch wasthen madeinthehigherCSstreching
frequency region by using SRS techniques.
(b) Vibrational region
VibrationalspectragenerallyaredominatedbyQ-branch
rotational lines which are more closely spaced than R and Slines. For
this reason we employed the higher resolution Raman losstechnique to
study the Q branch of the v
1
symmetric stretching vibration of CS2.
Figure 4.9showsseveralviQ-branch spectra atdifferent nozzle111
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Figure 4.7. Pure rotational equilibrium CARS spectrum of CS2.112
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Figure 4.9. High resolution equilibrium and jet spectra of CS2.114
distances (X/D).As one can see,the rotational temperature becomes
colder as X/D increases.The S/Nis good and these results offer
encouragement for continuation of such studies of "heavy" molecules.
However,underthe conditionsoftheexperiments,no evidence of
cluster features were seen in either this v
1
vibrational region nor at
lower frequencies.The absence of low frequency feature is perhaps
understandable if any clusters formed simply supercool (as seen for N2
in the next chapter) and hence produce no lattice vibrations. However
liquid feature in theviregion should be detectable and further
efforts to examine this region by the more sensitive CARS method are
desirable.
SUMMARY
InitialspectraobtainedforAsC1
3
inahotcellare
highlycongested and illustrate the need for spectral simplification by
cooling. Subsequent studies demonstrate that CARS and SRS spectra can
be obtained for cold jetsof relatively low volatility molecules
contained in a heated nozzle cell.Spectra of HgC12 and CS2 show
rotational temperatures of the order of 100 K, factors of about 4 to 5
lower than the nozzle temperatures.
Although these results are modest at this stage, they do serve to
define the primary problem with coherent Raman studies of this type.
It is clear that further work on the nozzle cell is needed to increase
the sample volume since currently spectra can only be recorded for
about30 minutes beforethecellisempty.Also,problems with115
plugging of the nozzle opening occurred in the HgC1
2experiments and a
largersamplevolumewouldallowincreaseofthisnozzlehole
diameter.
One unfortunate aspect of a CW nozzle cell of the type used in
this work is the poor utilization of sample since probing occurs only
during the 10 ns laser pulse for each 100 ms period, a duty factor of
only 10-7.It would be highly desirable to develop a heated pulsed
valueassemblyforwhichamorefavorabledutycyclewouldbe
obtained. One way to achieve this might be to use part of the 10 ns
laser pulse itself to vaporize sample of interest into a pulsed gas
jet just prior to expansion. Sample decomposition may be a possible
concern here, as is the mechanism for replenishing the sample at the
vaporizationpoint. Furtherwork toexplore thesevarious
possibilities is suggested.116
CHAPTER 5 STUDIES OF SMALL CLUSTERS IN FREE JET EXPANSIONS
BY HIGH RESOLUTION CARS
INTRODUCTION
Condensation or nucleation processes occur frequently in every
day life (e.g.in the birth of raindrops in Oregon), and it also plays
a very important role in many areas of science such asmeteorology,
aerodynamics, jets propulsion and even astronomy. The nucleation event
involves the "sticking together" of gas molecules through many-body
interactions,to form smallclusters by the release of a certain
amount of energy associated with a change to the liquid phase,and
even to the solid phase.Condensation or nucleation processes thus
impact wide areas of science and the details are interesting to many
scientists.
From the spectroscopic point of view, we would like to see how
the vibrational frequency of molecules changes during nucleation as
that can give insight into the role of attractive and repulsive forces
during the cluster bonding process. As discussed later,such studies
can also give an indication of the thermodynamic temperaturesand
cluster sizes in free jet expansions used in recent years to prepare
small aggregates.
Some theoretical and experimental studies have been made in the
last ten years on the unusual physical properties of small "ultrafine"
particles in the 1 100 nm diameter size range. For example, several
research groups have used molecular dynamics simulations to study the117
size dependence of the liquid-solid phase transitiontemperature in
argon.68'69 Theinfluence of impurities and charged species inthe
nucleation process has also been studied.74
More recently in our laboratory the N2 nucleationprocess has
been studied by Rainer Beck using the SRS technique. 75This chapter
describesasimilarstudyusinganalternativehighresolution
coherent Raman technique (CARS) to study clusterformation in a free
jetexpansion.TheinfluenceofimpuritiessuchasCO
2
inthe
nucleation process of N2, and a comparison of highresolution CARS and
SRS techniques in studying the cluster formationare discussed.The
effectofnozzleshapeisexaminedandthecoolingandphase
transition of the clusters are probed. Themean clusters size formed
in our jet expansions was estimated from coolingcurves to be 16 to 33
nm.A gradual "isothermal" modelis considered to be the bestto
explainthefreezingprocessduringthesejetexpansion.An
extrapolation formula was deduced for the supercooledliquid N2 to
give temperature prediction for the microdropsand the results fit the
gradual "isothermal" model well.
EXPERIMENTAL
High Resolution CARS Spectrometer
Figure5.1showsaschematicofthehighresolutionCARS
spectrometer Which basically contains thesame main elements as that
ofthestimulatedRamanspectrometer,such as the Coherent 699-29Ar+laser
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C
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of high resolution CARS spectrometer.119
tunablering dyelaser,single mode Nd:YAGlaserand home-built
injection seeded three stage dye amplifier. Eachof these components
has been discussed in preceding chapters.Experimentally,the main
differences in the high resolution CARS and SRSsetups are the laser
beam arrangements and the signal detectionsystems. For crossed beams
BOXCARS two wbeams and one tunable w
2
beam are needed.By using
different laser lines of theAr+ or Kr+ laser and a second home-built
injection-seededdyepulseamplifierasshowninFigure5.1,a
different frequency of(4;can be produced. By combining the(4;and
green beam w
1
as well as the tunable dye beam as w2, we can coverall
of the molecular rotation and vibration energyregion.Unlike the
signal detection system in the SRS spectrometer, aphotomultiplier and
monochromator are used in the CARS system.
Frequency Calibration
The frequencies of the12 absorption in the visible range are
known very accurately
49and were used to calibrate the frequencies of
the ring dye laser and the Nd:YAG pulsed laser. Theoutput frequency
of the Nd:YAG laser was tuned to anI
2
absorption at 18788.451 cm1
which servestwopurposesthat were discussedinchapter3.An
absorption spectrum of12 was recorded simultaneously with the CARS
spectrum by sending portion of the cw ring dye beamthrough a 12 cell
with a pressure of 0.25 torr at room temperature. Byknowing the exact
frequenciesof (41andw2,theCARSsignalw3can beaccurately
deduced.120
One concern for CARS frequency measurements (compared to SRS)is
theextenttowhichnonresonantbackgroundx
NRcontributesto
frequency shifting, especially for the large XNRcase when the sample
is heavily diluted by driving gas. The relation betweenthe frequency
shift 45cd andXNRcan be obtained by setting the frequency derivative
of x
(3)
to zero,
15
that is
2ZAX 1 /2 8w MAX[(nfAX _ + 1
NR 2X 2x
NR
(5.1)
From this it can be seen that the+ sign corresponds to the peak
tax M maximum which is shifted by amount 0 to Fas
2 decreases from a x
NR
large valuetozero.For nitrogen F=0.05cm-1andforneat
X"
clusters,
MAX
- 0.05 so that the maxima shift is about 0.0025 cm
-1
2x
NR
which is close to our spectrometer resolution. Therefore,this effect
was ignored in our cluster frequency measurements.
Pulsed Jet Assembly
Acooled,pulsednozzleisrequiredforclusterformation
studies.Our nozzle is based on a commercially available BMWfuel
injectorvalve,asmodifiedextensivelybyGeorgePubanz.
76
The
details of the pulsed nozzle is shown in Figure 5.2a.
To favor clusterformation duringjetexpansions,thevalve
assembly is cooled about -100C by a stream of cold air produced by
blowing dried compressed air througha large reservoir ofliquidN2.brass cover
brass
housing
0.200 mm
1.25 mm
(b)
(a)
1.25 mm
1.25 mm
solder
0.200 mm 1-0.750mm
(c)
121
Figure 5.2. (a) Cross-section of pulsed nozzle assembly.
(b) Cross-section of cone nozzle tip.(c) Cross-section of shim
nozzle tip.122
The temperature of the valve assembly can be adjusted by changing the
flow rate of compressed air.The temperature of the sample gas was
measured with a thermocouple placed inside the valve housing.
Several round and slit nozzles were tested by Rainer Beck anda
long channel nozzle was found suitable for his experiment
75
.I went a
little bit further in testing the nozzle geometry most favorable to
the formation of clusters in free jet expansions and found thata cone
nozzle,a nozzle whose diameter increases along the flow direction,
was better in enhancing the formation of clusters.The flow becomes
supersonic inside the nozzle and the cooling actually condenses the
vapor into microdrops on the inside of the nozzle. The details of the
dimensions of the cone nozzle are shown in Figure 5.2b.One of the
advantages ofthecone nozzlein comparison withthechannelor
pinhole nozzle is the greater number of collision experienced by the
flowing molecules for a given temperature drop.
77
The disadvantage is
that probing of the early stages of droplet formationwas not possible
for the expansion condition used in these studies.In the closing
phase of this work,a second shim nozzle (Figure 5.2c) was used for
comparison proposes.This too gave clusters, but at somewhat colder
nozzle conditions and higher driving pressure.123
RESULTS
Comparison of High Resolution CARS and SRS in Studying
Cluster Formation in Free Jet Expansion
Itis instructive to give a comparison of the two techniques,
CARS and SRS,in studying cluster formation in the free jet expansion
at this point.In the Raman loss technique, the signal is superimposed
on a high background, but the CARS signal virtually lies on a zero
background.Therefore,theCARSsignalshould be moresensitive.
Beside this,the CARS signalis proportional to the square of the
density difference of the upper lever and lower lever but the SRS
signal is linearly proportional to the density difference (see Chapter
2).
Figure 5.3 shows experimental results of the comparison of CARS
and SRS in measuring of N2 cluster formation in the jet expansion. The
experiment measured the liquid region from the tip of the nozzle to
the point of the liquid to 0-phase solid transition. The experimental
results clearly show that the over all signal to noise ratio of CARS
technique is better than that of SRS technique.Therefore, we chose
the CARS technique was usedin our subsequent studies of cluster
formation in the free jet expansion.15
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of the signal to noise of CARS and SRS.125
Vibrational Raman Spectrum of Condensed Phases
Two structures of low pressure solid phases of N
2
are known.
Figure5.4ashowsacrystalstructureof/3- nitrogenwhichis
orientationally disordered. Open circles defining the cage structure
denote hcp positions of the molecules. Only the central molecule is
illustrated and all molecules precess about the c axis at an angle 0
54.7. This structure is stable between 63.1 K and 35.6 K.At lower
temperatures a crystalstructureisfavored whichis more highly
ordered is shown in Figure 5.4b.The four molecules ofthe bases
occupy half the corners of the small nested cube and itis stable
below 35.6 K.
Figure 5.5 shows a series of SRS vibrational spectra taken by
Rainer Beck
75of equilibrium samples of bulk nitrogen in liquid and /3
and a solid phases,As one can see,liquid phase and solid phase
transitionsareeasily producedatknowntemperaturessimply by
cooling. The frequency shift with temperature in the liquid and solid
phases can be understood as the density of liquids and solids change
with temperature.75 High pressure Ramanexperiments79 indicate that at
densities higherthanthatatthetriplepoint,thevibrational
frequency will increase with density and at very high pressure it will
reach beyond the gas frequency.
The interesting thing in these spectra is that the vibrational
frequency of each phase shifted significantly and monotonically as the
temperature changed.In the liquid region,the frequency shift was
toward lower frequency as the temperature decreased. Afterthepoint126
Figure 5.4. Crystal structures of solid nitrogen from ref 78.
Top: the (3-solid.Bottom: the a-solid.127
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Figure 5.5. CW-SRS spectra of the internal vibrationof
nitrogen in the condensed phase fromref 75.128
of the liquid to solid phase transition, the frequency turned around
to higher value as the temperature was lowered.The frequency then
increased suddenly when the point of the p3 -phase to a-phase transition
was reached, a clear indication that molecular rearrangement had taken
place. Finally, the vibrational frequency then shifted to still higher
valuesasthetemperature continuedtodecrease.Forequilibrium
samples,accurate frequency measurements can thus serve to measure
temperature,a procedure we have used below in our treatment of the
large clusters produced in our expansion.
Conditions for Forming Clusters in Jet Expansion
Unlike the equilibrium experiment in which the phase transition
can be achieved by simply reducing the temperature of the sample, the
conditions for forming clusters and for producing phase transitions
during a nonequilibrium jet expansion are more difficult to obtain.
Parameters such as nozzle diameter and shape, along with gaspressure
and temperature,are the important variables in determining cluster
formation and size in such expansions.
To search for suitable conditions to form clusters witha cone
nozzle,a series of experiments were performed by fixing the nozzle
temperature and stepping the driving pressure or fixing the driving
pressure and stepping the nozzle temperature.The results of these
experiments can be summarized as follows:
(1)First, we note that, for strong CARS signals, high driving
pressures are desirable to produce high sample densities.129
However600psiwasthe maximum pressureatwhich our
pulsed valve functioned properly. Withthe cone nozzle at
133 K and 600 psi one can see the formation of verylarge
clusters whichcaused huge scattering easily visible to the
eye. Under these conditions, the CARSsignal was too noisy
to give good spectra. However, when the nozzletemperature
was raised to 135 K at the same pressurethe huge scattering
was gone and stable CARS signals wereobtained. Therefore,
nozzle temperature of 133K and a driving pressure of 600psi
define effective limits for forming suitable size clusters
for coherent Raman probing.
(2)Ata pressure of600 psiand higher nozzle temperature
clusters werestilldetectable.However,at173 K only
liquid clusters could be seen near the nozzle tipand no
phasetransition ofliquidtosolid wasobserved.Weak
scattering of laser beams was still visible near thenozzle.
At higher temperature this scattering and all CARSsignals
for cluster disappeared.
(3)Fromthesestudies,thebestconditions for forming N2
clusters in both liquid and solid phase with the cone nozzle
were: Temperature between 153 to 160 K.
Pressure between 500 to 600 psi.
Phase Transitions in the Jet Expansion
Using the conditions determined in thelast section,several130
complete experiments were performed for neat nitrogen jet expansions
from a 200 Am cone nozzle. The details of each phase transitions seen
in such expansions will be discussed in the following sections.
The Vapor-Liquid Phase Transition
During the initial jet expansion of N2 gas,the internal energy
of the gas quickly transfers to kinetic energy and the vibrational and
rotational temperaturesrapidly drop.Many molecules collide with
each other at this high density stage and some of them stick together
to form clusters which are in liquid form.Figure 5.6 shows several
scans that were taken at different distances from the nozzle.
Theliquid cluster feature ofN2at 2326.45 cm 1appearsto
presentalreadyattheconenozzletip.Theclusterpeakthen
decreases in intensity as X/D increases. This indicates that the cone
shape nozzle assists initial condensation inside of the cone nozzle,
and only evaporation and collisional cooling take place after these
clusters leave the nozzle. In contrast, the SRS studies of Beck with a
channelnozzle showed continued cluster formation outsideofthe
nozzle. Subsequent signal decrease is due to cluster density fall off
as they travel downstream. Since these small clusters have a very big
surface-to-volume ratio, they have a high vapor pressure and they tend
to evaporate rapidly whiletraveling along the expansion axis.The
evaporating molecules carry energy away from the liquid clusters and
consequently they freeze at a certain point in the expansion.131
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Figure 5.6. High resolution CARS spectra of nitrogen monomer
Q-branch and cluster at different X/D values in the jet expansion.P = 600 psi
T=160K
L = 1.25 mm
D = 0.200 mm
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Figure 5.7. CARS spectra of the aggregate band at different points
along the axis of expansion.133
The Liquid-Solid Phase Transition
Eventually,theliquid willfreeze atsome point during the
expansionbecauseofevaporativecooling.Forourexperimental
conditions of 600 psi pressure and 160 K in temperature, the liquid to
solid phase transition occurred at X/D = 12.5,as shown in Figure
5.7. At the beginning of the freezing zone,a shoulder appears on the
high frequency side of the liquid peak and this then gradually grows
intoaseparatepeak.Concurrently,theliquidpeakstartsto
disappear.The frequency ofthe new peakisconsistent with the
assignmentofthe3 -phaseofsolid nitrogen which,asmentioned
earlier,is stable between 63.1 K to 35.6 K.The (3 -phase solid
nitrogen peak can be detected out to X/D = 100 and no indication of a
further transition toa-phase solid nitrogen was observed for the
neat nitrogen jet expansions.
The a -j3 Phase Transition
The reasons for not seeing the13 -phase to a-phase transition in
our neat nitrogen jet experiments might be(1)too high a phase
transition energy barrier,necessitatingasupersaturated/3 -phase
solid in order to have a phase transition;(2) insufficient cooling so
that the internal temperature of /3 -phase solid cannot decrease below
the point of the phase transition at 35.6 K.
For the first reason it might help to have some foreign molecules
to serve as a nucleation center which can reduce the phase transition
energybarrier.Basedon thisidea, an experiment was carriedout134
with 3% of CO
2mixing with N
2in a jet expansion. Figure 5.8 shows the
spectra of the mixture which indicates that the foreign molecules do
indeed help in the initial nucleation process. As one can see from the
spectra (3 -solid has already formed at the beginning of the expansion
and it then cools further as one moves out from the nozzle. However,
the (3 -phase to a-phase transition was still not observable out to X/D
= 16,at which point the S/N become poor.The N2 probably does not
need to cool down very much to form solid clusters because the CO2
serves asa nucleation center for theN2.From the(3 -phase solid
frequency, the temperature of these N2 solid clusters was not very low
(- 39.5 K at X/D = 16).The transition from the/3 -phase to a-phase
apparentlyrequiresgreatersupercoolingforanappreciablerate
during the - 5 ps of the expansion
Greater cooling in expansions can be achieved by using an atomic
driving gas which does not have rotational and vibrational motions,
only translational motion. Therefore, He can be used to assist the N2
cooling during a jet expansion. A 50%mixture of He and N2 was used
in an experiment to see if a phase could be formed under those colder
condition. Figure 5.9 shows the spectra obtained from the 50% N2 in He
expansion. They show the same initial phase transitions as for pure
nitrogen expansions, but in a smaller range of X/D values. Comparing
this with the spectra of equilibrium sample shown in Figure 5.5 one
can see that the solid peak frequency measured here shifts further to
thefrequency betweenthe(3 -solid and a-solid.Thisleadstothe
interpretation that the (3 -phase to a-phase transformation was slowly
occurring but was not complete in the - 1 ps time necessary totravelI I i I I I I 1
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Figure 5.8. CARS spectra of the aggregateband at different points
along the axis of anexpansion of a mixture ofN2(97%) and CO2(3%)
expansion.136
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Figure 5.9. Aggregate spectra in Heliumexpansion containing 50%
nitrogen.137
from 12.5 to17.5.Thus a clear a-phase solid peak was not seen
(Figure 5.9).The disruptive transformation is going from (3to a
solid apparently takes longer time so that complete conversion to a
from is hard to see in the jet.
Temperature of Liquid Aggregate
Assuming the clusters are large enough to have bulk properties,
theirinternaltemperatures can becalculated by usingthe Raman
frequencies of the static liquid and solid nitrogen. A static sample
of liquid N2 would freeze at the triple point,63.15 K.Comparing the
frequencyresultsfromtheCARSexperimentswiththosefrom
equilibrium SRS experiments,81itis very interestingthattheN2
comes out from the cone nozzle already supercooled. This shows that
the initial condensation and cooling takes place inside of the cone
nozzle.
UnfortunatelythetemperatureofthesupercooledliquidN2
droplets can not be determined directly from the vibrational frequency
since there are no suchequilibrium spectra available below 63.2 K. A
linear extrapolation of the measured frequency-temperature curve to
the region below 63.2 Kwas judged incorrect by R.Beck since the
liquid temperature obtained from the linear extrapolation was higher
than that of solid.
75Also recent results of high pressure experiments
of N
2
by Kroon
79et al. and quadratic fitting of his high temperature
data ledBecktopredictavibrationalfrequency turnaround
(Figure 5.10) because of density increase as the temperaturedropped.2326.9
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Figure 5.10. Three different extrapolation choicesfor obtaining
supercooled liquid temperature.139
This turnaround is not seen in his and my experimental results. From
the form of the quadratic fit (Figure 5.10) Beck concluded that the
frequency data would not give accurate temperatures ofthesuper
cooled drops.
However,in my work after considering the combination of liquid
andsolidtemperatures seen forclusters, Ihave chosenacubic
functionalform(aX+bX2+cX3+d)fortheextrapolation of
frequency vs temperature. A least squares fit of the high temperature
datashowedthatthecubicparameterswerewelldeterminedand
significant.Figure5.10showsthethreedifferentextrapolation
choices and the dashed line in the middle is the cubic extrapolation
formulawhichwasusedtoobtainedthetemperaturesforthe
supercooled liquid.As discussed below the results deduced from the
function are in reasonable agreement with an "isothermal" model of the
freezing zone.
The Freezing Zone
The liquid to solid phase transition near X/D = 10 to 20 is the
most interesting and complicated region in the spectra( Figure 5.11)
Both liquid and solid N2 exist in this zone, with complete conversion
to solid occurring within 3 microseconds.One can observe that the
frequency,and hencethetemperature,oftheliquid peak remains
essentially constantin thisliquid and (3-solid phase coexistence
region. The solid peak initially starts from a shoulder andgradually
grows into a distinguishable peak on the high frequency sideof liquid140
X/D
Figure 5.11. Supercooled liquid and u -solid temperatures in the free
jetexpansion and temperatures obtained from "isothermal"freezing
model in dashed line.141
peak. The first distinguishable solidpeak appears at a relative high
frequency and which then shifts toa lower frequency. After the liquid
peakdisappearsthesolidpeakstartstoshifttowardhigher
frequency.This indicates that the solidswarm up a little as the
phase transition is inprocess and once the liquid has completely
disappeared, the solid cools from 46 Kto 36 K as it moves out in the
expansion.
To explain this a gradual "isothermal"model of the freezing is
introduced. We assume that the temperatureof supercooled liquid N2 is
thesameasthatofthesolidthatfirst appearsinthe phase
transition region and that both liquidand solid exist in thesame
droplet. Freezing then involves thegradual conversion of liquid to
solidin a given droplet asitpasses through the freezing zone
between X/D = 12.5 and 15.The rate of freezing can be obtainedfrom
the areas of the liquid and solidpeaks as a function of X/D position
and in this way the fusion heatinput for a drop for a given sizecan
beestimated.Thisheatingeffectcompeteswiththeevaporative
cooling of the outer surface of thespherical cluster which weassume
to be(3 -phase solid.After alltheliquidis frozen the cooling
mechanism changes to pure evaporationof the solid. Using the gradual
"isothermal" freezing model,a cooling curve covering the supercooled
liquid,the liquid/solid coexistenceregionand the pure solid is
computed. We assume a terminal clusterdiameter of 33 nm as deduced in
a later section. Overall this, admittedlysimplistic, model shows good
agreement with the experimentaldata forthesolid and withthe
supercooled liquid temperature estimatedfrom the cubic extrapolation142
formula.
Rotational Temperature of the Monomer
The rotational temperature of the N2 monomer was also deduced
from the Q-branch intensity distribution and all the temperature data
for all phase seen in the jet are shown in Figure 5.12.The monomer
rotational temperatures overall are lower than the cluster internal
temperature,whichisexpected becausetheenergy releasedfrom
condensation mostly heats up the liquid cluster. But, as one can see
in Figure 5.12 the cooling rate of monomer is reduced in the region of
liquidto(3 -solid transformation.This showsthatthe monomeris
heatedupbypartoftheheatoffusionreleasedfromphase
transition.It is also likely that, atsuch small X/D (-- 12), there
are substantial collisions between monomers and clusters and a close
agreement of their temperatures might be expected. In contrast to this
result for a cone nozzle, Beck found the freezing zone for a channel
nozzle to be at much great X/D value(-j30) where only evaporation
effects should be important and the monomer was significantly colder
than the clusters.
Cluster Size Estimate
Thesize distributions oftheclusters formedinthesejet
expansion areofinterestbutdifficulttoobtain.Mostoptical
scattering methods measure particle diameter ranging from few hundred
to few thousand nm.
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Figure 5.12. Temperatures of monomer, liquid, and solid in the free
jet expansion.144
A new method which we have developed in our laboratory isto
estimatemeanclustersize from measured cooling rates of the solid
clusters. Far away from nozzle tip evaporation is considered to be the
main cooling mechanism and the cooling rate can be calculated from the
vapor pressure of solid and the surface area.Higher cooling rates
occurforsmallclustersthanforlargeonessincethe
surface-to-volume ratio for small clusters is large. By integrating in
time for the flight along the axis of jet one obtains calculated
cooling curves for various cluster diameters.From comparison with
experimental data sets (Figure 5.13a and 5.13b) a mean diameter of 33
nm and crude cluster size range of 16-70 nm was deduced for the
clusters formed in the cone nozzle.
The cone nozzle is expected to favor the formation of larger
clusters.To achieve smaller clusters,while still keeping sample
densities high, several experiments were done with the shim nozzle (D
= 200 pm and L = 750 pm). Clusters were seen have as well but with the
freezing zone occurring at somewhat larger X/D values.As expected,
modelling of slide cooling curves for two different experiments give a
smaller mean diameter of 18 nm and a size range of about 9 to 50 nm as
shown in Figure 5.14a and 5.14b.This mean sizeissignificantly
smaller than a values of 33 nm formed from cone nozzle and 35 nm
formed from channel nozzle which was essentially a"thicker"shim
nozzle of 2.5 mm thickness and 0.18 mm hole size.
75This fourfold
increase in channel length apparently favors the cooling and formation
of larger clusters in the more directed expansion beam that results.45
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Figure 5.13. The cluster size estimation from cooling curves for two
different cone nozzle experiments.Terminal
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Figure 5.14. The cluster size estimation from cooling curves for two
different shim nozzle experiments.147
Surface Tension Effect on Cooling Curves
The vapor pressures ofthe above solid clusters used inthe
calculation of cooling curves is based on the assumption that these
clusters can be treated as bulk solid. The accuracy of estimation of
cluster size is critically dependent on this assumption and, therefore
we examine the possible errors that the finite size of the particle
may have in this section.
It is well-known
88that the vapor pressure becomes size dependent
for very small particles simply because of the curved surface.This
results in an excess Laplace pressure of 2T/r, where T is the surface
tension of the material and r is its radius. The affect on the vapor
pressure of a small particle is given by the Kelvin equation
P = P
oexp [P
L
V
m
/RT]
= P
o
exp [2TV
m
/rRT] (5.2)
where P
00
,P
Land V
mare vapor pressure for a flat surface,the
Laplace pressure, and the molar volume, respectively.
Itis widely believed that T also depends upon drop size in a
manner more or less as given by Tolman'srelation82'83
'(r,T) = T (T)/(1 + 28/r)
co
(5.3)
where Tisthe surface tension for a flat surface and 8isthe148
parameter which isofthe order of10
-8
cm.Figure 5.15 showsa
comparison of P/Po calculated for a liquid N2drop with the surface
tension considered as a constant oras a function of cluster size. As
one can see,the curves are nearly superimposeable andthus,in the
following treatment the surface tension isconsidered to independent
of the particle size.
It is also well known that the surfacetension is a function of
temperature, the general equation often used isthe as following:88'89
7 = Es + T d7/dT (5.4)
where7andEsarethesurfacetensionandthetotalsurface
energyrespectively, and the slope d' /dT is negativevalue.
For most liquids the surface tensionincreases with decreasing
temperature in a nearly linear fashion and themost widely used form,
originatedbyvanderWaalsin1894butdevelopedfurtherby
Guggenheim, is
7 = Es (1 T/T )
c (5.5)
where the Es is the total surfaceenergy and the Tis the critical
c
temperature of the material. This equationalso can be considered to
apply to the solid region.88
From equation(5.5) and equation (5.2),one can see thatthe
effect on the vapor pressure will be thegreatest for small,cold
particles. This is shown in lower part of Figure5.15whereseveralP/Po
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Figure 5.15. Calculated P/P
o
changes ith the size of drop for
nitrogen.Top:consideringthesurfacetensionasafunctionof
cluster size. Bottom: for several different temperatures.150
P/P
o
versus size curves are plotted for different7(T) values.This
shows that a supercooled droplet of 10 nm diameter has nearly twice
the vapor pressure of the equilibrium sample. This high value suggests
that clusters of diameter less than 10 nm may not exist far away from
nozzle since they evaporate so fast. For a solid cluster size around
the 33 nm diameter seen in our cone nozzle experiment,a correction
factor 1.2 might be deduced from the figure,ifthisis used to
"correct"the vapor pressure in our model,the "best" mean cluster
size is found to increase only slightly ,to 38 nm.In obtaining this
result equations (5.2) and (5.5) were used and the corrections were
calculated in each X/D value in our model. A general comparison of the
size estimated for model calculation with and without the surface
correction is given in table 5.1.
Table5.1. Comparison of size estimation by considering
vapor pressure asa function of temperature only and as a
function of temperature, surface tension and size od clusters.
Cluster
size
(nm)
P = f(T) P = f(T,T,r)
7 26
9 17
16 24
40 47
50 57
70 78
As on can see,the discrepancy becomes larger as the cluster size
becomes smaller.The surface effect is especially dramatic when the
cluster size is less than 9 nm, therefore the correction is defiantly151
necessary for cluster in thissize region.
SUMMARY
The results presented in this chapterindicate thatthe high
resolution CARS technique is useful for studyingthe nucleation and
subsequent freezing of microcluster formed by afree jet expansion.
The spectra can provide frequency and internaltemperature information
on clusters, and serve todistinguish different phase in clusters. A
comparisonofhighresolution CARS and SRS showsthattheCARS
technique has somewhat higher sensitivity thanSRS in probing these
clusters formed in free jet expansions.
The influence of a small amount of COused asa nucleation
2
center in N
2
expansion was studied and it was found that insteadof
supercooled liquid,solid N
2
cluster were formed inside the nozzle.
This CO
2
seed thus acts to overcome the high energybarrier in the
pure nitrogen nucleation andfreezing processes. No further transition
from g to a phase N2 solid was seen in this case norin neat N2
expansions but some partial conversion was seenunder the more extreme
cooling conditions produced by adding He as a driving gas.
The experimental results from a cone nozzleindicate that this
shape is better in assisting cluster formationthan isa shim or
channel nozzle. The size distribution of thoseclusters is also found
to be from 16 to 70 nm. For a thin shim nozzle,the cluster rang was 9
to 50 nm with a mean diameter of about 18 nm.
A simple gradual "isothermal"freezing model was successfully152
used to describe the phasetransition that takes place duringthe
freezing process and overall themodel fits the experimental results
well. An extrapolation formula wasdeduced for supercooled liquid and
the temperatures of supercooledliquid microdrops calculated fromthe
formula are in good agreement withthose of the gradual "isothermal"
model.
The surface effect on theevaporative cooling of small clusters
was also considered. It wasfound that the cluster size is lessthan 9
nm the surface effectmust included in the model forcalculating the
right size of clusters.153
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Appendix A:Data Collection Program for CARS Experiment
DECLARE SUB SHIFT (A%, SO!, d!, S1!, M!)
DECLARE SUB MCU3 (NP%, DI!, ES%)
DECLARE SUB AEROTCH (SS, R!)
DECLARE SUB ECHO (DYEO!, SHIFTO!, MONO!, order%)
DECLARE FUNCTION HILO!(X!, Y!)
DECLARE SUB SNDDATA (DATAOUT%)
DECLARE SUB COMMOUT (COMMAND%)
DECLARE FUNCTION CHKBUSY ()
DECLARE FUNCTION CHKIBF ()
DECLARE FUNCTION CHKOBF
DECLARE SUB PLOTROUTINE (NDPTS%, AERO, AER1, steps, Sig0(), FILES)
DIM Sig0(3000), X(3000), Sig1(3000)
COMMON /ADDRESSES/ PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
********************************************************************
PROGRAM: GRATE.BAS
A QUICK BASIC 4.5 PROGRAM TO COLLECT CARS/PARS
SIGNALS. THE ROUTINE WILL STEP THE PDL-1 DYE
LASER AND THE MCPHERSON VIA THE AEROTECH AND
MCU -3 RESPECTIVELY.
WRITTEN BY: MING YANG
Jan. 1988
P********************************************************************
PARAMETERS
SHIFTO = 3372.8#
order% = 4
AERO% = 9999
APS = .0521
angperstep = .12 / order%
OMEGO = 18788.415#
address = 1808
PORT = &H303
DBA = &H300
DBB = &H301
DBC = &H302
AOUT = &H89
AIN = &H99
RAMAX% = &HFO
RAMIN% = &H50
ACCDEC% = 500160
ACCDECLO% = &HF4
ACCDECHI% = &H1
INIT% = &H26
INITPORT:
OUT PORT, AOUT
OUT DBB, &H1F
RESET:
OUT DBB, &H17
OUT DBB, &H1F
go. time = TIMER + .5
WHILE TIMER < go. time: WEND
COMMAND% = INIT%
CALL COMMOUT(COMMAND%)
DATAOUT% = RAMAX%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
DATAOUT% = RAMIN%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
DATAOUT% = ACCDECLO%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
DATAOUT% = ACCDECHI%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
menu: ' MENU
SCREEN 0,0,0
CLS
LOCATE 3, 20
COLOR 0,7
PRINT " MAIN MENU
COLOR 7,0
PRINT
LOCATE 8, 20
PRINT "(1) Scan wavelength of McPherson"
LOCATE 10, 20
PRINT "(2) Slew to new position (AeroTech and McPherson)"
LOCATE 12, 20
PRINT "(3) Begin scanning"
LOCATE 14, 20
PRINT "(4) Plot data"
LOCATE 16, 20
PRINT "(5) Quit"
LOCATE 6,8: PRINT CHRS(201) '218
LOCATE 6,72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191161
LOCATE 18,8: PRINT CHR$(200) '192
LOCATE 18,72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 9 TO 71
LOCATE 6,I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 18,I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 7 TO 17
LOCATE I,8: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I,72: PRINT CHR$(186) '179
NEXT I
'LINE (170, 245)-(530, 275), B
LOCATE 20, 22
PRINT "Make your choice: #1-5
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 20, 55: PRINT "
COLOR 7, 0
CHOICES = INPUTS(1)
CHOICE% = VAL(CHOICE$)
CLS
SELECT CASE CHOICE%
CASE 1
CASE 1
GETLAM:
INPUT "DO YOU WANT ROUGH SLEW OR FINE SLEW (R or F)? ", SL$
IF SL$ = "R" THEN GOTO 40 ELSE GOTO 50
40 :
PRINT "CURRENT WAVELENGTH IS: ", LAMDAO
INPUT "IS THIS CORRECT ", ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN
INPUT "ENTER FINAL WAVELENGTH: ", LAMDA1
IF LAMDA1 = LAMDAO THEN 30
NPLUS% = ABS(INT((LAMDA1LAMDAO) / .0521))
DIR = HILO(LAMDAO, LAMDA1)
ESTP% = 18
CALL MCU3(NPLUS%, DIR, ESTP%)
ELSEIF ans$ <> "N" OR ans$ <> "n" THEN
INPUT "ENTER CURRENT WAVELENGTH ", LAMDAO
GOTO 40
END IF
30 :
PRINT :
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SLEW THE MC.IN FINE INC.:", AB$
IF AB$ = "Y" OR ABS = "y" THEN
50 :
ESP% = 1
INPUT "GO UP or GO DOWN (0 or 1)", DIR10 :
INPUT "ENTER THE STEPS[99 = Return)", DUM%
IF DUM% = 99 THEN GOTO 20
IF DUM% < 0 THEN GOTO 50
IF DUM% <> 0 THEN M% = DUM%
CALL MCU3(M%, DIR, ESP%)
GOTO 10
20 :
END IF
GOTO menu
CASE 2
CASE 2
SLE:
INPUT "ENTER CURRENT AEROTECH POSITION >", AERO%
CALCULATE DYELASER AND MONOCHROMATOR POSITION
CALL SHIFT(AERO %, SHIFTO, DYEO, SHIFT1, MONO)
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INPUT "ENTER NEW AEROTCH POSITION >", AER1%
CALL SHIFT(AER1%, SHIFTO, DYE1, SHIFT2, MON1)
PRINT :PRINT
PRINT "SLEW AEROTCH FROM ", AERO %,"TO", AER1%
PRINT "CORRESPONDING RAMAN SHIFT ", SHIFT1; "TO", SHIFT2
AER1 = AER1%: AERO = AERO%
INPUT "CHANGE ANYTHING", ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN
AERO% = 9999
GOTO SLE
END IF
IF AER1% = AERO% THEN
GOTO menu
ELSE
AERSTEP = ABS(AER1 AERO)
DIRO = HILO(AER1, AERO)
CALL AEROTCH(AERSTEP, DIRO)
DIRM = HILO(MONO, MON1)
npulsmon% = ABS(INT((MON1MONO) / APS))
ES% = 18
IF MONO < MON1 THEN npulsmon% = npulsmon% + 500
CALL MCU3(npulsmon%, DIRM, ES%)
IF MONO > MON1 GOTO skip
NPU% = 500
DIRM = HILO(MON1, MONO)
CALL MCU3(NPU%, DIRM, ES%)163
skip: DYEO = DYE1
SHIFT1 = SHIFT2
MONO = MON1
AERO% = AER1%
CALL ECHO(DYEO, SHIFTO, MONO, ORDER%)
END IF
GOTO menu
CASE 3
CASE 3
SCANNING PART
OPSC:
INPUT "ENTER THE INITIAL AEROTECH POSITION >", AERO%
INPUT "ENTER THE FINAL AEROTECH POSITION >", AER1%
INPUT "ENTER # OF STEPS /POINT (1,2,3..)", steps%
AER00% = AERO%
steps = steps%
NDPTS% = (AER1%AERO%) / steps% + 1
IF NDPTS% > 4000 OR NDPTS% < 0 THEN
PRINT "DATA POINTS OUT OF RANGE, TRY AGAIN"
GOTO OPSC:
END IF
INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF SHOTS TO AVERAGE ", SHOTS%
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT DATA ON CH1 TOO? "; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN ATOD% = 2
IF ans$ = "N" OR ans$ = "n" THEN ATOD% = 1
PRINT :PRINT "SCANNING FROM ", AERO %,"TO", AER1%
CALL SHIFT(AERO %, SHIFTO, DYEO, SHIFT1, MONO)
CALL SHIFT(AERI%, SHIFTO, DYE1, SHIFT2, MON1)
PRINT "CORRESPONDING RAMAN SHIFT:", SHIFT1, "TO", SHIFT2
PRINT "CORRESPONDING MCPHERSON :", MONO, "TO", MON1
IF ATOD% = 1 THEN
PRINT " COLEECTING DATA ON CH 0 ONLY"
ELSEIF ATOD% = 2 THEN
PRINT "COLLECTING DATA ON CH 0 AND CH 1"
END IF
AER1 = AER1%: AERO = AERO%
DIR = HILO(AER1, AERO)
DIRM2 = HILO(MONO, MON1)
PRINT
INPUT "CHANGE ANYTHING? "; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN
AERO% = 9999
GOTO OPSC
END IF
PRINT "PAUSE <CR> TO SCANNING"
WHILE INKEY$ = "RETURN": WEND
'WRITE BYTE TO BOARD:ENABLE EXTERNAL START CONVERSION
X = INP(address + 6)OUT address + 4,128
OUT address + 4,132
OUT address + 5,0 'WRITE CHANNEL 0 TO THE BOARD
CLS
SCREEN 3
VIEW (1,1)-(680, 298), 1
WINDOW (1, 0)-(NDPTS%, 10)
VIEW PRINT 24 TO 25
IF ATOD% = 2 THEN
LINE (1, 8)-(NDPTS%, 8)
END IF
LOCATE 24,5: PRINT "RAMAN SHIFT:"
LOCATE 24, 48: PRINT "INTENSITY:"
MOP2 = ABS(MONOMON1) / (NDPTS% * APS)
MOP1 = 0
FOR I = 1 TO NDPTS%
SUMO = 0
SUM1 = 0
FOR j = 1 TO SHOTS%
IF TWO A/D'S ARE TAKEN RESTORE ADDRESS FOR A/D ON CH 0
IF ATOD% = 2 THEN
OUT (address + 4), 132
OUT (address + 5), 0
END IF
100 : IF INP(address + 4) < 128
LO = INP(address + 5) AND 255
HI = INP(address + 6) AND 15
TOT = 256 * HI + LO
IF TOT > 32767 THEN TOT = TOT
DUMO = TOT / 409.6
SUMO = SUMO + DUMO
IF ATOD% = 1 THEN 300
OUT (address + 4), 128
OUT (address + 5),1
OUT (address + 6), 0
200 :
300 :
'A/D EXTERNAL START
ON CHANNEL 0
THEN 100'END CONVERSION?
65536
'SECOND A/D?
'A/D ON CH 1
'START CONVERSION
IF INP(address + 4) < 128 THEN 200
LO = INP(address + 5) AND 255
HI = INP(address + 6) AND 15
TOT = 256 * HI + LO
IF TOT > 32767 THEN TOT = TOT65536
DUM1 = TOT / 409.6
SUM1 = SUM1 + DUM1
164SigO(I) = SUMO / SHOTS%
Sig1(I) = SUM1 / SHOTS%
NEXT j
PLOT THE DATA
IF I = 1 THEN 700
IF ATOD% = 1 THEN
LINE (I 1, SigO(I 1))-(I, SigO(I))
END IF
IF ATOD% = 2 THEN
PRESET (I 1, SigO(I 1) * .8)
LINE (I 1, SigO(I 1) * .8)-(I, SigO(I) * .8)
PRESET (I 1, Sigl(I 1) * .2 + 8)
LINE (I 1, Sig1(I 1) * .2 + 8)-(I, Sigl(I)
END IF
700 :
IF I = 1 THEN SHIFT2 = SHIFT1
LOCATE 24, 20: PRINT USING "####.##"; SHIFT2
AER00% = AER00% + steps
LOCATE 24, 58: PRINT USING "##.###"; SigO(I)
CALL AEROTCH(steps, DIR)
CALL SHIFT(AEROO %, SHIFTO, d, SHIFT2, MON1)
X(I) = SHIFT2
ES% = 0
500 :
DUM = (MONOMON1) / APS
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
.2 + 8)
DUM = NPULSES TO McPHERSON, IF LESS THAN 1, WAIT TIL
NEXT TIME THRU. NPULS%= 0 WILL STEP McPHERSON 1 STEP,
NPULS%= 1 WILL STEP 2 ETC. SO WE NEED TO SUBTRACT 1
FROM THE CALCUALTED NUMBER OF PULSES.
IF DUM < 1 THEN 600
NP% = INT(DUM 1)
CALL MCU3(NP%, DIRM2, ES%)
MONO = MONO (NP% + 1) * APS
600 :
NEXT I
1000 :
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO
IF SA$ = "Y" OR SAS =
1100 :
IF SAS = "N" OR SA$ =
1200 :
INPUT "WHICH DRIVE (A:
IF WW$ = "a" OR WW$ =
IF WW$ = "b" OR WW$ =
IF WW$ = "c" OR WW$ =
SAVE DATA TO DISK ? ", SAS
"y" THEN 1200 ELSE 1100
"n" THEN 1900 ELSE 1000
B: OR C:) ", WW$
"A" THEN WW$ = "A:"
"B" THEN WW$ = "B:"
"C" THEN WW$ = "C:"
165INPUT " FILE NAME", FILE$
OPEN WW$ + FILES FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, AERO %, AER1X
PRINT #1, steps%, SHOTS%
PRINT #1, SHIFTO, ATOD%
IF ATOD% = 1 THEN
FOR N = 1 TO NDPTS%
PRINT #1, X(N), SigO(N)
NEXT N
ELSEIF ATOD% = 2 THEN
FOR N = 1 TO NDPTS%
PRINT #1, X(N), SigO(N), Sigl(N)
NEXT N
END IF
CLOSE #1
1900 :
WHILE INKEY$ <> "": WEND
SCREEN 0
GOTO menu
REM
CASE 4
CALL PLOTROUTINE(NDPTS%, AERO, AER1, steps, Sig0(),FILES)
GOTO menu
Handler:
Number = ERR
IF Number = 53 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT "File Not Found"
PRINT "Press <RETURN> to resume program"
END IF
ans$ = INPUTS(1)
RESUME redo: GOTO menu
redo:
GOTO menu
CASE 5
END SELECT
END
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SUB AEROTCH (SS, R)
'CONTROL port address
PORT = 1823
OUT PORT, &H80
IF R = 1 THEN
OUT PORT 1,255
ELSEIF R = 0 THEN
OUT PORT 1,0
END IFFOR I = 1 TO SS 1
FOR j = 1 TO 5
OUT PORT3, 255
NEXT j
FOR j = 1 TO 5
OUT PORT 3,0
NEXT j
NEXT I
OUT PORT3, 255
END SUB
FUNCTION CHKBUSY
SHARED PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
OUT DBB, &H7F
CHKBUSY = 1
POLL2:
OUT DBB, &H7C
STATUS% = INP(DBC)
OUT DBB, &H7E
IF (STATUS% AND 4) = 0 THEN
GOTO OVERANDOUT
ELSE
GOTO POLL2
END IF
OVERANDOUT:
OUT DBB, &H1F
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION CHKIBF
SHARED PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
OUT DBB, &H7F
CHKIBF = 1
POLL1:
OUT DBB, &H7C
STATUS% = INP(DBC)
OUT DBB, &H7E
IF (STATUS% AND 2) = 0 THEN
GOTO DONE
ELSE
GOTO POLL1
END IF
DONE:
OUT DBB, &H1F
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION CHKOBF
'POLL FOR BUSY = 0
'1100=READ STATUS
'READ STATUS
'POLL FOR IBF = 0
'1100=READ STATUS
'READ STATUS
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SHARED PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
'SHARED PORT, DBA, AIN, DBRB
OUT PORT, AIN
'SET PORT A FOR INPUT
CHKOBF = 1 'POLL FOR BUSY = 0
POLL:
OUT DBB, &HF
OUT DBB, &HC
'1100=READ STATUS
OUT DBB, &HE
STATUS% = INP(DBA)
'READ STATUS
IF (STATUS% AND 1) = 0 THEN CHKOBF = 0
IF CHKOBF <> 0 THEN GOTO POLL
END FUNCTION
SUB COMMOUT (COMMAND%) STATIC
SHARED PORT, AOUT, DBA, DBB
BUSY = CHKBUSY
OUT DBA, COMMAND%
OUT DBB, &H1A
OUT DBB, &H1E
END SUB
SUB ECHO (DYEO, SHIFTO, MONO, order%)
'PUT DATA IN A
'1010=WRITE COMMAND
'TOGGLE WRITE
PRINT "
PRINT "CURRENT SETTING ARE:"
PRINT "MONOCHROMATOR: "; MONO
PRINT "DYELASER: "; DYEO;" DYELASER READING ", order% * DYE()
PRINT "THESE CORRESPOND TO A SHIFT OF"; SHIFTO
END SUB
FUNCTION HILO (X, Y)
IF X > Y THEN
HILO = 1
ELSEIF X < Y THEN
HILO = 0
END IF
END FUNCTION
SUB MCU3 (NP%, DI, ES%)
MCU-3 INTERFACE VIA METRABYTE PI012 24BIT PARALLELINTERFACE
CONSPEED:169
IF DI = 0 THEN
COMMAND% = &H44
ELSEIF DI = 1 THEN
COMMAND% = &H4C
END IF
RATE% = 255
PULSELO% = NP% MOD 255
PULSEHI% = (NP%PULSELO%) / 255
IF PULSEHI% < 0 THEN PULSEHI% = 0
CALL COMMOUT(COMMAND%)
DATAOUTX = RATE%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
DATAOUTX = PULSELO%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
DATAOUT% = PULSEHI%
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
DATAOUT% = 0
CALL SNDDATA(DATAOUT%)
END SUB
SUB PLOTROUTINE (NDPTS%, AERO, AER1, steps,sig(), FILE$)
DIM SIGX(3000)
DEFINT A-H
SCREEN 0,0,0
CLS
GOSUB OUTPUT. TYPE
GOSUB GET. DAT
GOSUB X.Y.TICK
GOSUB LABLES
GOSUB PLOT. DAT
GOSUB TITLES
GOSUB CHOICE. PARAMETERS
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
CLOSE #1
LJP$ = "L"
GOSUB PRINT. MESSAGE
EXIT SUB
OUTPUT. TYPE:
again1:
LOCATE 10,10: PRINT "Would you like to plot this on the HP7470A"
LOCATE 11,10: PRINT "or the LASERJET [H OR L]?"
LOCATE 12,10: PRINT "Q to quit"
ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF ans$ = "H" THEN HPlot$ = ans$ ELSE HPlot$ = ""
IF ans$ = "L" THEN LJP$ = ans$ ELSE LJP$ = ""
IF HPlot$ = "H" THEN OPEN "COM1: 9600" FOR OUTPUT AS#1
IF LJP$ = "L" THEN
defilel$ = "C:\QB45\OUTPUT.PLT"LOCATE 10,1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE
LOCATE 12,1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "The Output file will be called
PRINT "Enter the name of the Output file:
LOCATE 11,5
PRINT "It is best to use a .PLT extension
LOCATE 12,5
PRINT "with the LaserPlotter program"
LOCATE 13,5:INPUT FILE1$
set. time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set
LOCATE 10,5: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE
IF FILE1$ = "" THEN FILE1$ = defilel$
FILE1$ = UCASE$(FILE1$)
OPEN FILE1$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
END IF
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11,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
11,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
"; defilel$
[default = "; defilel$;"]"
until you are familiar"
.time: WEND
11,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF ans$ = "Q" THEN CLOSE #1: EXIT SUB
IF ans$ = "" THEN
LOCATE 8,10: PRINT " You must answer ": GOTO againl
END IF
RETURN
GET. DAT:
REM
again2:
CLS
defile2$ = FILE$
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "Enter the name of the data file ": LOCATE 11, 5
PRINT "plus the path:[default = "; defile2$;
INPUT "] ", FILEO$
IF FILEO$ = "" AND defile2$ <> "" THEN FILEO$ = defile2$
IF FILEO$ = "" THEN EXIT SUB
FILEO$ = UCASE$(FILEO$)
LOCATE 10,1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
ON ERROR GOTO Handler
OPEN FILEO$ FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, AERO, AER1
INPUT #2, steps, SHOTS
INPUT #2, SHIFTO, ATOD%
AERO = SHIFTO + AERO
AER1 = SHIFTO + AER1
NDPTS% = (AER1AERO) / steps + 1
IF ATOD% = 1 THEN
FOR idat = 1 TO NDPTS%
INPUT #2, SIGX(idat), sig(idat)
LOCATE 10,10: PRINT USING "####.## +##.###"; SIGX(idat);
sig(idat)
NEXT idatREM
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ELSEIF ATOD% = 2 THEN
FOR idat = 1 TO NDPTS%
INPUT #2, SIGX(idat),sig(idat), DUMMY
LOCATE 10,10: PRINT USING "####.## +##.###"; SIGX(idat);
sig(idat)
NEXT idat
END IF
CLOSE #2
AERO = SIGX(1)
AER1 = SIGX(NDPTS%)
RETURN
X.Y.TICK:
REM
Xtic = NDPTS% / 10: ytic = 1
xbox = Xtic / 10
ybox = ytic / 10
mx = NDPTS% / 200: my =10 / 200
'Box around Data point
'Part of the Box
PRINT #1, "IN IP 0 0 10300 7560SC"; .13 * -NDPTS%; 1.3 * NDPTS%;-2;
10.8; ";"
PRINT #1, "SP 1 PU PA"; 0;0;"PD"; 0;10; NDPTS%; 10; NDPTS%; 0;0;
0;";"
FOR X = Xtic TO NDPTS% STEP Xtic
PRINT #1, "PU PA"; X;my;"PD"; X;"0 PU;";
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set. time = TIMER + .5: WHILETIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
PRINT #1,
FOR Y = ytic TO (10) STEP ytic
PRINT #1, "PA"; 0; Y; "PD"; mx;Y; "PU;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set. time = TIMER + .2: WHILETIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
Xlabel$ = "PU####.#,-.2;CP-3.5-.5;LB####.##" + CHR$(3) + ";"
FOR X = 0 TO 1.05 * NDPTS%STEP 2 * Xtic
Xlabel = AERO + (X / NDPTS%)* (AER1 AERO)
PRINT #1, USING Xlabel$; X;Xlabel
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set. time = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER <set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set. time =TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < set.time:WEND
Ylabel$ = "PUO,##.##;CP-5.25-.25;LB##.##" + CHR$(3) + ";"
FOR Y = 0 TO 10 STEP 2
PRINT #1, USING Ylabel$; Y; Y
IF LJP$ = "" THENset. time = TIMER + 1: WHILETIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
RETURN
REM
LABLES:
REM
REM
REM
This routine lables the axes with x =wavenumbers and
y = volts
Term$ = CHR$(3)
Xlable$ = "WAVENUMBERS"
Xlbl = LEN(Xlable$) + 1
PRINT #1, "PU"; NDPTS% / 2; -1;"CP"
Term$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set. time = TIMER +
Ylable$ = "VOLTS"
ylbl = LEN(Ylable$)
PRINT #1, "PU"; -.1 * NDPTS%; 5;"DI
Ylable$; Term$
RETURN
REM
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;-(X1b1 / 2); -.5; "LB";Xlable$;
.5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
0 1";"CP"; -(ylbl / 2),0;"LB";
PLOT. DAT:
REM
PRINT #1, "SP 2;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set. time = TIMER +15: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
REM
PRINT #1, "PA PU";1;sig(1); ";"
FOR I = 1 TO NDPTS%
PRINT #1, "PD";I;sig(I); ";"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set. time = TIMER + .08: WHILETIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT I
PRINT #1, "PU;SP;"
RETURN
TITLES:
REM
REM The routine Titles inputs the titleof the plot
LOCATE 10,1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10,1
INPUT "What is the Title"; title$
RETURNREM
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CHOICE. PARAMETERS:
REM
CLS
LOCATE 10,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 8,3: PRINT CHR$(201) '218
LOCATE 8,72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191
LOCATE 20,3: PRINT CHR$(200) '192
LOCATE 20, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 4 TO 71
LOCATE 8,I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 20,I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 9 TO 19
LOCATE I,3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I,72: PRINT CHR$(186) '179
NEXT I
LOCATE 4,12: PRINT "YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING CHOICES FOR PLOT
INFORMATION"
LOCATE 10,5
PRINTYOU MAY:": LOCATE 12, 5
PRINT "Print data acquisition parameters from a menu "
LOCATE 14, 5
PRINT "Input your own text "
LOCATE 16, 5
PRINT "Print the title only ":
LOCATE 18,5
PRINT "or <RETURN> for none of the above "
LOCATE 22,20:PRINT "Choose[1,2,3 or Return] ",
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 12,60:PRINT CHR$(0)+ "1" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 14,60:PRINT CHR$(0)+ "2" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 16,60:PRINT CHR$(0)+ "3" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 18,59:PRINT "Return"
COLOR 7, 0
ans3S = INPUT$(1)
ans3 = VAL(ans3$)
IFans3=1 THEN GOSUB PARAMETERS
IFans3=2 THEN GOSUB SOME. TEXT
IFans3= 3 THEN GOSUB PRINT. TITLE
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
RETURN
PARAMETERS:
REM
REMThis routine gives a menu of parameters and allows the changing
REMof the values.Only the parameters in the menu may be printed.174
CLS
mopt = 0
MENU2:
LOCATE 10,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 8,1
LOCATE 6,3: PRINT CHRS(201) '218
LOCATE 6,72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191
LOCATE 18,3: PRINT CHR$(200) '192
LOCATE 18, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 4 TO 71
LOCATE 6,I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 18,I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 7 TO 17
LOCATE I,3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I,72: PRINT CHR$(186) '179
NEXT I
FOR I = 0 TO 8
LOCATE 8 + 2 * (I \ 2), 6 + 40*(I MOD 2): PRINT I + 1
NEXT I
LOCATE 8,11: PRINT "PMT";
LOCATE 8,51: PRINT "MON SLIT";
LOCATE 10,11: PRINT "GAIN";
LOCATE 10, 51: PRINT "TIMECST";
LOCATE 12,11: PRINT "DYE BM";
LOCATE 12, 51: PRINT "PRESSURE";
LOCATE 14,11: PRINT "STEPS";
LOCATE 14, 51: PRINT "SHOTS";
LOCATE 16,11: PRINT "OD";
NNUM:
PRINT
LOCATE 8,25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 8,25: PRINT PMT;
LOCATE 8,65: PRINT SPACE$(7):LOCATE 8,65: PRINT MON.SLIT;
LOCATE 10, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7):LOCATE 10, 25: PRINT GAIN;
LOCATE 10,65: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE10, 65: PRINT TIME. CST;
LOCATE 12, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7):LOCATE 12, 25: PRINT DYE. BM;
LOCATE 12, 65: PRINT SPACE$(7):LOCATE 12, 65: PRINT PRESS;
LOCATE 14, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7):LOCATE 14, 25: PRINT steps;
LOCATE 14, 65: PRINT SPACE$(7):LOCATE 14,65: PRINT SHOTS;
LOCATE 16,25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE16,25: PRINT OD;
PRINT
PRINT :PRINT
IF mopt <> 0 GOTO CHANGE.PARAM
LOCATE 3, 5
PRINT "Would you like to changethe parameters? [Y /N) ",
ansl$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 3,1: PRINT SPACE$(79);
IF ansl$ = "Y" GOTO CHANGE.PARAM175
LOCATE 4, 5
PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TOPRINT THE PARAMETERS? [Y/N] "
ANS2$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 4,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF ANS2$ = "Y" GOTOPRINT.PARAM
IF ANS2$ = "N" GOTO CHOICE.PARAMETERS
RETURN
CHANGE.PARAM:
LOCATE 20, 5
INPUT "Enter the number ofthe parameter to be changed:[0 to quit] ",
mopt
LOCATE 20,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF mopt = 0 GOTO NNUM
LOCATE 21,1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE21, 5
INPUT "Enter the new value", new
LOCATE 21,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF mopt = 1 THEN PMT = new
IF mopt = 2 THEN MON.SLIT = new
IF mopt = 3 THEN GAIN = new
IF mopt = 4 THEN TIME. CST = new
IF mopt = 5 THEN DYE. BM = new
IF mopt = 6 THEN PRESS = new
IF mopt = 7 THEN steps = new
IF mopt = 8 THEN SHOTS = new
IF mopt = 9 THEN OD = new
GOTO NNUM
PRINT.PARAM:
GOSUB PRINT. TITLE
PRINT #1, "PU 2 1;LBPMT"; SPACES(5); PMT; TAB(23);"MON SLITS ";
MON.SLIT; TAB(44); "GAIN"; GAIN; lfS
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set. time =TIMER + 7: WHILE TIMER < set.time:WEND
PRINT #1, "PU 1 1;LBTIME.CST"; TIME.CST; TAB(23); "DYEBM ";
DYE. BM; TAB(44); "PRESS"; PRESS; IfS
PRINT #1, "PU 0 1;LBSTEPS"; SPACE$(3); steps; TAB(23);"SHOTS
SHOTS; TAB(44); "OD "; OD; Term$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set. time =TIMER + 4: WHILE TIMER < set.time:WEND
PRINT #1, "PU -1 1;LB";param4$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU -2 1;LB";param5$; Term$
RETURN
SOME. TEXT:
REM
REMThis Subroutine allows theinput of 5 lines of your ownchoosing
REMafter the file name and thetitle have been printed
CLS176
LOCATE 7, 5
PRINT "5 lines of text maybe written at this point.{E will exit}"
LOCATE 8,5: PRINT "Type <Return>to begin."
LOCATE 9, 5
PRINT "Type <Return> atthe end of each line.":LOCATE 11, 5
ansl$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF ansl$ = "E" GOTOCHOICE. PARAMETERS
LINEINPUT"1.) ";Textl$:LOCATE12,5
LINEINPUT"2.) ";Text2$:LOCATE13,5:
LINEINPUT"3.) ";Text3$:LOCATE14,5
LINEINPUT"4.) ";Text4$:LOCATE15,5
LINEINPUT"5.) ";Text5$:
GOSUB PRINT. TITLE
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILETIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1,
PRINT #1,
IF Text1S
IF LJP$ = ""
skipl:
PRINT #1,
PRINT #1,
IF Text3$
IF LJP$ = ""
skip2:
PRINT #1,
RETURN
REM
"PU 2 1; LB"; Text1S;lf$
"PU 11; LB"; Text2$; lf$
= "" THEN GOTOskipl
THEN set. time = TIMER +7: WHILE TIMER < set.time:WEND
"PU 0 1; LB"; Text3$;lf$
"PU -1 1; LB"; Text4$;lf$
= "" THEN GOTOskip2
THEN set. time = TIMER +5: WHILE TIMER < set.time:WEND
"PU -2 1;LB"; Text5$; Term$
PRINT. TITLE:
REM
Term$ = CHR$(3)
lf$ = CHR$(10) + CHR$(13) +CHR$(3)
PRINT #1, "SP 1;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILETIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "SC -30 5 -11;"
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI.298 .405;PU 5 1; CP0,-1;LB"; FILEO$; "
title$; Term$
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI.19 .27;PU 5 1; CP0,-3;LBDate:"; DATES;
SPACE$(5); "Time:"; TIMES; lf$
RETURN
REM
PRINT. MESSAGE:
CLS
LOCATE 5,1
IF LJP$ = "L" THEN
PRINT "The file you wishto plot using the LaserJethas"
PRINT "been sent to a printfile called [ "; FILE1$;"1"
PRINT "In order to printthis file now you need tohave DESQview"177
PRINT "installed. If you haveinstalled DESQview tap the ALT keyto"
PRINT "invoke it. Then hit S andswitch programs to LaserPlotter."
PRINT "[If you have not installedLaserPlotter type LP to get it
going.1"
PRINT "You will now be in theLaserPlotter program. Choose Files and"
PRINT "then "; FILE1$; "."
PRINT "The LaserPlotter program will runin the background but you"
PRINT "must return and hit anykey to continue."
PRINT "S allows you to switch backand forth among the programs."
PRINT "It is not a good idea toswitch when in the Screen (3) "
PRINT "graphics plotting mode.Good Luck!"
END IF
LOCATE 19,1: PRINT "Hit any key to return":ans$ = INPUT$(1)
RETURN
END SUB
DEFSNG A-H
SUB SHIFT (A%, SO, d, Si, M) STATIC
SHARED OMEGO, order%, angperstep
d = (108 / (OMEGOSO)) + A% * angperstep
Si = OMEGO 10 8 / d
M = 1 / (OMEGO + S1) * 10 8
END SUB
SUB SNDDATA (DATAOUT%) STATIC
SHARED PORT, AOUT, DBA, DBB
IBF = CHKIBF
OUT DBA, DATAOUT%
OUT DBB, &H1B
OUT DBB, &H1F
END SUB
'PUT DATA IN A'
'1011=WRITE DATA
'TOGGLE WRITE178
Appendix B:Seeded Nd:YAG LaserScan Program
DECLARE SUB TIME(TM!)
DECLARE SUB DAOUT(VOL!, ADDRESS!)
DECLARE SUB ADIN(TOT!, ADDRESS!)
ADDRESS = 1808
DIM SIG(6000),V(6000)
,*
,* PROGRAM: SCAN Nd:YAG.BAS
,*
,*
,* A QUICK BASICPROGRAM TO SEND
,* VOTAGE TO MING'S SCANBOX WHICH
,* WILL SCAN THE Nd:YAGLASER ABOUT
'* 2 cm-1
,*
,*
,* WRITTEN BY: MING YANG
,* Jan. 1989
************************* * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * **
110 :
CLS :
INPUT "ENTER INITIALvoltage (> 3.5 V)", VO
IF VO < 3.5 THEN110
INPUT "ENTER FINALvoltage (< 7 V) ",V1
IF V1 > 7 THEN 110
INPUT "ENTER THEINCREMENT (mv) ",IN
INPUT "ENTER THESHOTS TO AVERAGE", SHOTS%
INPUT "ENTER HOW MANYSECONDS YOU WANT TOWAIT ", TM
'WRITE BYTE TOBOARD:ENABLE EXTERNALSTART
X = INP(ADDRESS +6)
OUT ADDRESS + 4,128
OUT ADDRESS + 4,132
OUT ADDRESS + 5, 0
NP% = INT(ABS(V1VO) * 1000 / IN)
PRINT :
INPUT "CHANG ANYTHING ", AN$
IF AN$ = "Y" ORAN$ = "y" THEN GOTO110
PRINT "PAUSE----><CR>TO SCANNING"
WHILE INKEY$ ="RETURN"
WEND
SCREEN 3
VIEW (2, 2)-(680,260), 1
WINDOW (1, 0)-(NP%,6)
VIEW PRINT 23 TO 25179
LOCATE 24,5: PRINT "X VOLTAGE "
LOCATE 24,40: PRINT "Y SIGNLE "
VI = VO
FOR I = 1 TO NP%
V(I) = VI
CALL DAOUT(VI, ADDRESS)
VI = VI + IN / 1000
SUMO = 0
CALL TIME(TM)
FOR J = 1 TO SHOTS%
CALL ADIN(TOT, ADDRESS)
DUM = TOT / 409.5
SUMO = SUMO + DUM
NEXT J
SIG(I) = (SUMO / SHOTS%) + 1
LOCATE 24,15: PRINT V(I)
LOCATE 24,55: PRINT SIG(I)
PLOT THE DATA
IF I = 1 THEN 200
LINE (I 1, SIG(I 1))-(I, SIG(I))
200 :
NEXT I
400 :
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE DATATO DISK", SA$
IF SAS = "Y" OR SAS = "y" THEN500 ELSE 300
300 :
IF SAS = "N"
500 :
INPUT "WHICH
IF WWS = "a"
IF WW$ = "b"
IF WW$ = "c"
THEN 900 ELSE 400
DRIVE (A:B:
OR WW$ = "A"
OR WW$ = "B"
OR WW$ = "C"
OR C:) ", WW$
THEN WW$ = "A:"
THEN WW$ = "B:"
THEN WW$ = "C:"
INPUT "FILE NAME", W$
OPEN WW$ + W$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, IN / 1000
FOR N = 1 TO NP%
PRINT #1, V(N), SIG(N)
NEXT N
CLOSE #1
900 :
WHILE HALTS = ""
HALTS = INKEY$
WEND
GOTO 110
SUB ADIN (TOT, ADDRESS) STATIC180
10 :
IF INP(ADDRESS + 4) < 128THEN 10
LO = INP(ADDRESS + 5) AND255
HI = INP(ADDRESS + 6) AND 15
TOT = 256 * HI + LO
IF HI > 7 THEN TOT = TOT -4096
END SUB
SUB DAOUT (VOL, ADDRESS)STATIC
DECIMAL = 409.5 * VOL2048
DECIMAL = INT(DECIMAL)
HIGH = INT(DECIMAL / 256)
LOW = DECIMAL (256 * HIGH)
IF FIGH < 0 THEN HIGH = 16 +HIGH
OUT ADDRESS + 1, HIGH
OUT ADDRESS, LOW
END SUB
SUB TIME (TM)
5 :
ST = TIMER
30 :
FI = TIMER
DT = FI ST
IF DT < 0 THEN 5
IF DT < TM THEN 30
END SUB181
Appendix C: LASER "BAD SHOT"DETECTOR MANUAL
MING YANG182
DESCRIPTION OF FRONTPANEL:
POWER SWITCH This power switchis for the badshot detector.It
has two positionsON and OFF.
POWER LIGHT When the powerswitch is in onposition, thelight
should be ON.
TEST POINT SELECTION This switch hasthree positions:
Position I.When switch is inthis position, CH 1and CH2
monitor the twophotodiode outputs.
Position 2.When switch is inthis position,CH1 and CH2
monitor the adjustabledetection levels.
Position 3.When switch is inthis position, CH1and CH2
monitor the TTLoutput pulse. Thechannel 1
has negative pulsesand the channel2 has
positive pulses.
LEVEL ADJUSTMENT...Whenthetestpointselection switchisin
position 2.The pots can beadjusted to choose
the discreminatorlevel at which a badshot is to
be determined.
GATE WIDTH AND DELAY These two pots canbe used to adjustthe
output gate width anddelay.183
TWO INDICATION LIGHTS The green light shouldflash when laser
light enters the detectorbox. The red
one normallywill be on but notflash,
except when the laserhas a bad shot.
OUTPUT Normally the outputshould be a positiveTTL pulse
when you let the laserlight into the detector.When
the laser goesmultimde (bad shot) theTTL pulse
should disappear.
"BAD SHOT" DETECTOR SETUP
1.First one shouldcarefully choose theintensity of laser
light into the detector so asnot to saturate the12 absorption.
2. After properly chosingtheincident beam intensity,one
should check the photodiode output,level,and both channel TTL
outputs. By adjusting thewidth and delay, theoutput TTL pulse width
and delay can be chosen.
3.After these adjustment, oneshould block the seederto see
whether or not the outputpulse disappears. Ifit does then everything
should be OK,if not check the seederfrequency which can beadjusted
on the other boxnamed YAG laser scanner.Test point selectin
Gate delay Pulse Indection
Light
0 0 00 00
Power Light
Level adjustmen
CH 1 CH 2
Gate width
0 00 000
Piwer Switch Trigger inTrigger selection
Bad Shot Light
Output
0
Figure C.1: Bad shot rejectorfront paneldiagram.185
Appendix D: Laser Noise Rejector
Figure 6.2 shows aschematic diagram oflaser scanner andnoise
filter for seededNd:YAG laser.There are threedifferent parts in
this diagram:(a)noise filter,(b)laser scanner,and(c)power
supply. The laser scanpart has discussedin chapter 3,therefore in
this appendix onlythe noise filterpart will bediscussed
As we discussedin chapter 3 theQ-switch builduptime reduction
operation is usedto stabilizethe laser in asingle frequencyby
minimizing the timedifferent of Q-switchpulse and signalpulse from
seeder.Theresultantoftheoperationsendtoadjustthe
piezoelectric frequencytuning element toget minimum Q-switchbuild
up time.The quality ofthe Q-switch pulseis very importantto this
operation. However,there are somenoise in the Q-switchtrigger line
andthe Q-switchbuilduptimereduction unitcan not makegood
judgment which pulsescome from theQ-switch trigger lineis the real
Q-switch pulse. Thetop part of diagramis the circuitwhich use the
lamp pulse asthe trigger andthree operationalamplifiers used to
produce a positive5 volts TTL pulseswhich send totrigger a 74211
chip then theoutput pulse wassent to U1A109chip (pin 5) whichis
located inside ofseeder By adjustingthe pulse delaytime and width
to match theQ-switch pulses,the U1A109 nowcontrol by theinput
pulse which onlylet the Q-switchpulse goes throughand all noise
pulses are blocked.Input
Lamp pulse
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Appendix E: Data used in thisthesis
Data used inchapter 5 (Fig. 5.7,5.11 and 5.12) arelisted
below.
Filename X/D v[cm-1][L] v[cm
-1
][S] T[K]
N2Je1.J14 0.25 2326.407 58
N2Je2.J14 0.75 2326.404 57.8
N2Je3.J14 1.25 2326.392 55.5
N2Jet5.J17 2.50 2326.377 49.3
N2Jet6.J17 5.00 2326.363 44.8
N2Jet7.J17 7.50 2326.362 42
N2Jet8.J17 10.0 2326.350
40
N2Jet9.J17 12.5 2326.341 38.5
N2Jet15.J17 13.75 2326.336 2326.573 40.2
N2Jet16.J17 14.38 2326.334 2326.564 41.0
N2Jet14.J17 15.0 2326.551 42.1
N2Jet13.J17 17.5 2326.522 44.7
N2Jet12.J17 20.0 2326.546 42.5
N2Jetl.J25 27.5 2326.555 41.7
N2Jet2.J25 30.0 2326.564 40.6
N2Jet3.J25 32.5 2326.579 39.6
N2Jet4.J25 35.0 2326.583 39.3
N2Jet5.J25 37.5 2326.592 38.4
N2Jet6.J25 40.0 2326.594 38.3
N2Jet7. J25 42.5 2326.577 39.8
N2Jet8.J25 45.0 2326.598 38.0
N2Jet9.J25 47.5 2326.607 37.1